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CCHS Junior ROTC Unit
receives honored award
Point, N.Y., Rose pointed out.
By GREG TRAVIS
Review of a five-year educaStaff Writer
As a result of a formal inspec- tional program for the elimination
tion in April, the Calloway County
of minor deficiencies was also
High School Junior ROTC pro- discussed by the board. In reviewgram again has been declared an
ing these areas, Rose told the
"Honor Unit with Distinction"
board that several of the items in
stated Dr. Jack Rose in addressquestion have already been ading a regular session of the school
dressed and others would soon be
board this morning.
looked at. -Some of these minor
It marks the third straight year
issues have been previously
the Calloway unit has received the
removed due to revisions in stantop JROTC award.
dard by the state board," Rose
"This unique honor is achieved
said.
by only a small percentage of the
Some of the topics included in
Junior ROTC units and clearly
the deficiencies listed were 'addidemonstrated exceptionally high
tional paper-work, over- standards of military training and
crowdedness, upkeep of the
discipline," stated Brig. Gen. school's lawn, accessibility to all
Isaac D. Smith through corbuildings for handicapped inrespondence with Rose.
dividuals, renovations of and
Some 120 students participate in
replacement of the gymnasium
the four-year program, under the
floor at CCHS, and adequate
leadership of Chief Warrant Ofspecial education classes.
ficer Bill Hudson. More than
It was also pointed out that as a
military strategy, or preparing
result of the CETA out-of-school
them for for service, we attempt
GED program some 50 individuals
to provide leadership training,"
have completed their GED reinserted Rose. "This indeed
quirements. "Although the maallows these students to have an
jority of these were between the
edge over others in receiving
ages of 16-21, the II-B program ingrants or scholarships when seekcludes persons much older," the
ing admittance to various colleges
superintendent noted.
and universities," he added.
In other business, Mrs.
Two students from Calloway
Lavaughn Wells, choral director
County High School who parat Galloway County High School
ticipated .in the Junior ROTC proand Calloway County Middle
gram have been accepted to the. ,,,School, requested the board's apU.S. Military Academy, West
Continued On Page 2)

Clarks River restocking
expected in near future
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources officials
are expected this week to begin
restocking a portion of the East
Fork of Clarks River with channel
catfish.
According to Pete Pfeiffer,
Fisheries Division director, the
river, site of what was reported to
be a "total" fishkill along a 43
[Mile stretch in December 1980,
also will receive fingerling-size
large mouth bass later this month
and bluegill sometime in
November.
The catfish will be placed at the
Highway 121 crossing south of
Murray and at the Sharpe-Elva
Road bridge in Marshall County.
After a series of tests, the Ken-

mostly clear
Mostly sunny today with
highs in the low 80s. Light
southeast winds. Mostly clear
tonight with lows in the low 60s.
Light to calm winds. Partly,
cloudy Tuesday with highs in
the low to mid 80s. South winds
5 to 15 mph.

MORNING HAS BROKEN — Following several days of heavy
tucky Department of Natural
rain, the morning sun has become a welcome sight in and around
Resources and EnviromentaihProCalloway County. As last week's downpour becomes less evident,
tection determined that a higherthan-normal level of zinc was present in the water. Officials
debated whether or not the zinc
resulted in the kill.
Further investigation by officials indicated the fishkill was
the result of chemical dumping or
critical and possible. Israel has
By TEFtENCE HUNT
spillage in the river.
Associated Press Writer
elected to extend a pattern of acVanderbilt Chemical Corp., a
tivity which erodes the confidence
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. 1AP
local chemical plant which had
The Reagan administration, of all, and most particularly the
been involved in legal action as a
angry at Menachem Begin's inhabitants of the West Bank and'
result of the fish kill, made a
Gaza, for a just and fairly
$7,500 donation designated for 'government, says plans for new
Israeli settlements in occupied
negotiated outcome to the peace
restocking the river to the state.
territories are hurting chances for. process." the White House said.
Despite 'the donation, Vanderpeace while raising questions
The statement came shortly
bilt officials refused to take
after Prime Minister Begin sent
about Israel's intentions.
responsibility for the fishkill. All
In a strongly worded statement Reagan a letter vowing never to
legal actions against Vanderbilt
Sunday, the White House said
return the disputed territory to
have been dropped.
Israel's announcement of new set- Jordan.
tlements in the West Bank and
Begin's three-page letter to
Gaza was "most unwelcome."
Reagan was critical of the presi"We cannot understand why, at dent's proposals and complained
a time When broader participation that they were announced without
in the peace process is both consulting Israel.

White House criticizes Israeli actions

Local bands to
participate in
Cadiz contest

Marching bands from Murray
High School and Calloway County
High School will participate in the
first "Gateway to the Land Between the Lakes" Invitational
Marching Band Contest Saturday
One Section — 12 Pages
in Cadiz.
Aces
,
There will be 12 bands from
ClassifieeIS
10,11
western Kentucky participating in
Comics
10
the contest, divided into three
Crosswords
10
classes according to the number
Dear Abby
10
of wind players.
Dr. Lamb
5
Trophies will be presented in
.'
Horoscope
10
each class for first, second and
Murray Today
4 5
third place bands, best color
Obituaries
12
guard, best percussion and best
Perspective
3
field commander. A sweepstakes
Sports
89
trophy also will be awarded to the
barid with the most points.
MISS
Other schools competing inYOUR PAPER!.
clude Lyon County, Hickman
.Subscribers who hove not
Cippity,..grIttspdep Count3i.
recetv,ëk•''fiaTitrcTe7;e7ed- - -Oak. Rallard
D'a-wson
copy of The Mum. Ledger 0, Times
Springs.• Providence, Caldwellp
m
or
Monday
by 5 30
Friday
Covnty, Heath and Marshall Counby 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
ty.
to coll 753-1916 between 5:30
Starting time will be at 6 p.m. in
p.m. end 6 p.m., Monday thrownh Fri.
the Trigg Countl, High School
dey, or 3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Sete,Stadium: Tickets wilt be available
does.
at the gate.
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things are slowly returning to normal. Residents are once again stirring and life goes on.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Knight appointed post
with Washington group
Edna Starks Knight has been
named assistant to the associate
director of Presidential Personnel
for Economic Policy & Transportation, with offices iii the White
House, Washington. D.C.
Presidential. Personnel is
raponsible for screening and
selecting candidates for key positions with 'the Federal Government. Mrs. Knight's office is
primarily responsible for
economic policy and thrift industry positions. Her office played
a key role in the recent selection of
pew_memiaer ,aLtoligjloun3144,
Economic Advisers. Federal
Home Loan Bank tioard, the Export/Import Bank. • Federal
Reserve System. Federal Savings
& loan Insurance 'Corporation
and the Treasury Department are
just a few of the organizations
under the supervision of this of-

fice. As candidates are
nominated, they are carefully
screened with final selections forwarded to the President and his
Senior Staff of' Advisors for final
selection and approval.
Since moving to Washington.
Mrs. Knight has been associated
with the Reagan/Bush. National
Campaign Headquarters. The
Presidential Inaugural Committee, and the Wttite House Conference on Aging. Site has just
recently been named to the 1 owls
& Clark National Historic Trail
-••••00,,••"••-She has been a realtor, in
Calloway County for several years
and served as president add direCtOr of the Murray-Calloway County Realtor Association.
'
She was married to Newell Sam
Knight.

-You and I chose for the last two
years to call our countries 'friends
and allies.' Such being the case, a
friend does not weaken his friend,
an ally does not put his ally in
jeopardy." Begin wrote.
The prime minister also noted
that when Reagan spoke on nationwide television last week
about the crisis in Lebanon, he
gave credit to the actions of U.S.
special envoy Philip C. Habib and
the Marines.
-You did not even mention the
bravery of the Israeli fighters nor
the great sacrifices of the Israeli

army and people. It is my duty to
tell you that I was struck by the
omission," Begin wrote.
White House assistant press
secretary Anson Franklin said the'
administration had received
Begin's letter and was studying its
contents.
Meanwhile, the President
neared the end of his 17-day
California vacation and was
preeparing to return to
Washington on Tuesday. Reagan
was spending the Labor Day holiday at his ranch.

Economic experts to gather;
outlook viewed worst in years
TORONTO AP — International economic experts open their
annual meeting here today faced
with the worst world economic
outlook since World War II and a
string of crises among debtburdened developing nations.

dustrial countries have brought
economic suffering, but he said it
would be "a grave mistake" to
abandon that. course to fight
unemployment with increased
government spending.
"We are meeting at a time when
the economic situation for most of
U.S. Treasury Secretary Donald
T. Regan and Canadian Prime our . member countries —
developed and developing alike —•
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
were among those scheduled to is grim," World Bank President
A.W. Clausen told the gelegates.
address the opening of the 37th
-On a global scale, recovery rejoint meeting of the International
mains elusive." he said.
Monetary Fund and the World
Preliminary sessions over the
Bank, a gathering of 12.000
finance mtnisters. bankers, weekend set the tone for the
meetings- as officials from rich
diplomats and observers from 146
and poor nations clashed over who
nations.
is responsible for the current
e '1.1aLworld ec9rimunoituatiop„iarapoyguirill
is very— complex and— difficult.
of it.
perhaps more so than at any time
The poor coi,intpies blame their
in the postAlir .period," IMF
mounting debt 'troubles on a
• Managing Director. Jacques- de
worldwide recession stemming
rLarosiere acknowladged in his from the . tight-”money antiopening speech to the group.
inflation battles waged by the
lie admitted that the antiUnited States and other industrial
inflation policies adopted in in- countries.

^
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Ex-Alabama governor seeks comeback in Tuesday primary
race, the 63-year-old Wallace, out
of office four years. is trying to
rekindle on a more moderate note
a political career that saw him
first elected governor in 1962 as an
ardent segregationist
This time he is actively seeking
black votes, but has failed to win
major black endorsements and
faces two formidable opponents

By MIKE SILVERMAN
Associated Press Wnter
A comeback bid by former
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
heads the list of attractions as four
states hold primary elections
Tuesday.
In Arizona, Gov. Bruce Babbitt
and Sen. Dennis DeConcini, both
Democrats, face little or no opposition in the' primary , but
Republicans are fighting it out for
the chance to oppose them in
November.
In Florida, Gov, Bob Graham is
expected to emerge from the
Democratic primary with a
nomination for a second term.
Sen. Lawton Chiles has no
Democratic primary opposition,
but Republicans consider him
vulnerable and a major fight is being waged to pick his opponent.
Connecticut Gov. William
O'Neill, a Democrat, and Sen.
Lowell Weicker. a Republican.
are unopposed in their primaries.
and their November opponents
have alrea.dy been selected at conventions.
In the Alabama governor's

Several workshops at MSU scheduled

Arthritis meeting
set for Tuesday
The kickoff meeting for the 1982
drive for the Kentucky Arthritis
Foundation will be Tuesday. Sept.
7, at 7 p.m. in Ohio Room. University Center,•Murray State University.
Murrelle Madrey, county chairman, said plans for the drive will
be completed. State officials are
expected to be present.
Cooperating in the drive will be
Calloway County and Murray
High Schoof Chapters of Future
Homemakers of America, Theta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club, Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
at Murray State University;
Calloway 44-H Club, alorig with
many other local volunteers.
Madrey said the meeting is open
to the public and urged all interested persons to attend.

Advisory committee
to meet Thursday
The Advisory Committee of the
Murray State University Board of
Regents will meet at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday in the board room of
Wells Hall.

IA. Gov. George McMillan and determine whether state Supreme
House Speaker Joe McCor- Court Justice Oscar Adams, 57,
quodale
has a chance to become the first
Unopposed in the Republican black ever elected to a statewide
primary is Montgomery Mayor office in Alabama.
Emory Folmar. a hard-line conArizona's DeConcini, seeking
servative who seeks to be his second term, faces only a
Alabama's first Republican nominal primary challenge from
governor this century.
Caroline Killeen, 56, known as the
Alabama's primary also will "bicycling and recyling lady"

A variety of workshops ranging persons may use Craft Shop
from auto mechanics for women Facilities by paying a $5 memberto silkscreening will be offered for ship fee for each semester.
The workshops are open to any
persons of all ages by the Craft
Shop at Murray State University Craft Shop members. Workshop
fees range from $3 to $15 and must
during the fall semester.
Located on the lower level of the be paid in cash at the time of
University Center, the Craft Shop registration. Anyone interested in
has facilities that make offerings the workshops should register as
of varied workshops possible. early as possible at the Craft Shop
They include two darkrooms for between 1:30 and 10 p.m. Monday
photography, a ceramics kiln, a through Thursday and from 1:30
mat cutter for mounturt pictures to 5 p.m. on Friday.
Fall workshops are:
and artwork, silkscreen -rquipMondays — handbuilding, 6-8
ment, a modern sewing machine,
a machine to make badges for p.m.. Sept. 13 through Oct. 11;
organizations and tools for fram-. yoga, 7-9 p.m., Oct. 4 through Oct.
25; throwing using the potter's
ingMurray State students. faculty
wheel. 6-8 p.m., Oct. 18 through
staff and their dependents, ann Nov. 15; and leaded glass oranyone more than 65 years of age naments,6-10 p.m., Nov.22.
Tuesdays — house plants: care
are automatic members Other

SACS official on campus
for instruction self-study
A representative of the staff of
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools SACS ) from
Atlanta was on the campus of
Murray State University Tuesday
for an official visit relating to the
self-study project. Dr. Harold Wade. associate executive director of the Commission on Colleges, met with several
groups during the day. He is the
SACS staff consultant who has
been designated to work with Murray State on its institutional selfstudy.
Among the groups meeting with
Wade were the Steering Committee. chairmen of the 12 principal
committees, vice presidents and
deans. An open meeting also gave
other interested persons an opportunity to consult Wade on questions pertaining to the self-study.
Dr. Donald E. Jones. dean of extended education and self-study

director at Murray State. said
Wade's visit marks the official
beginning of the project although
a great deal of preliminary work
has already been done.
Administrative units on the
campus have submitted final
reports, and first drafts from
academic units are due Sept. 15.
A comprehensive self-study is
required every 10 years by the
SACS for renewal of -accreditation. Dr. Karl Hussung, professor
of chemistry and chairman of the
Steering Committee, said the effort provides the university with
an in-depth look at itself while
meeting requirements for accreditation renewal.
Murray State, a member of the
Division of Colleges and Universities of SACS, was originally accredited by the SACS in 1928 and
has maintained full accreditation
since that time.
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and culture, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 5 and
12: banner making,6-8 p.m., Sept.
7 through Sept. 28; colonial
candlewicking, 8-10 p.m., Oct. 12;
and bread dough ornaments, 7-9
p.m.. Nov.9 and 16.
Wednesdays — auto mechanics
for women,7:30-9:30 p.m.,Sept. 15
through Sept. 29; bike
maintenance, 8-9:30 p.m., Sept. 8
through Sept. 29; silkscreen, 6-8
p.m., Sept. 8 through Sept. 29; and
Christmas cards, 6-10 p.m., Dec.
1.
Thursdays — introduction to
photography, 8-10 p.m., Sept. 9
through Sept. 30; beyond basic
photography, 8-10 p.m., Oct. 7
through Oct. 28; macrame, 6-8
p.m.. Sept. 16 and 23; counted
cross stitch, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 6 and
13; silk flower making, 6-8 p.m.,
Sept. 23 and 30; Christmas wrapping paper, 6-10 p.m., Nov. 18: and
papermaking and bookbinding.6-8
p.m.. Oct. 7 through Nov. 11.
Workshops which will not meet
on a regular once-a-week schedule
are matting, framing and outdoor
photography.
The matting workshop will meet
six times between Tuesday, Sept.
14, and Monday, Nov. 29, in the
'evenings, while framing classes
are scheduled 8-10 p.m., Monday,
Oct. 18, and Wednesday,Oct. 20.
To be taught by Jim Archambeault, the outdoor
photography workshop will include an overnight camping excursion to the Land Between The
Lakes and run from 8 a.m. Satur- day, Oct. 16, to early afternoon on
Sunday,Oct. 17.
Additional information about
the Craft Shop or the workshops
may be obtained by calling 7626119.

from Tucson.
The GOP side matches state
Rep. Pete Dunn, 40, a moderate
backed by most party regulars,
against Dean Sellers. 35. a conservative Mesa real estate developer.
Babbitt, who was appointed to
the Arizona governor's post and
then elected in 1978. will have a
primary opponent in name only.
Steve Jancek, a 59-year-old
retiree, got his name on the ballot
but died last month of a stroke.

Republicans will choose between Senate President Leo Corbet, 45, and Glendale auto dealer
Evan Mecham, 58, a perennial
candidate who gave Babbitt a
close run in 1978.
Three Florida Republicans are
vying for the Senate nomination to
oppose Chiles, a two-term incumbent who has been targeted by the
Republican National Committee
as vulnerable. He has no
Democratic opposition.

Polish embassy raided
BERN. Switzerland 1AP ) — A
squad of armed men forced their
way into the Polish Embassy
here, seized 13 diplomats and
threatened to kill themselves and
their hostages if the Warsaw
government refused to lift martial
law and release political internees, a member of the group
said.
One of the intruders, who identified himself only as Col.

Bwysocki of the "Polish Revolutionary Home Guard," told The
Associated Press in a telephone
interview that his group was
"armed with heavy machine
guns," and has -25 kilograms 155
pounds) of dynamite," enough to
"blow this shack away, and
everyone in it."
He said his group was holding 13
hostages, "all diplomatic personnel."

Another Paris, Tenn., native
making it big in show business
For years Paris. Tenn., has
been able to boast of a famous
native son, Hank Williams Jr. But
now they have another, Randy
Patrick, making it big in
Hollywood.
Patrick, born in the small Tennessee town in '1954, has already
notched several credits in his
career including spots on "The
Dukes of Hazzard:. "Breaking
Away,- "Mash," and soon to be
seen, the NBC television movie
"Living Proof," the story of country music singer Hank Williams
Jr. — son of the legendary Hank
Williams.
The television movie, which also
stars Richard Thomas of " The
Waltons" fame, is currently being
filmed in and around Nashville.
Patrick made his first move on
the movie business while studing
journalism at DeKalb Community
College in Atlanta — which explains why the state of Georgia is

Randy Patrick
laying claim to this new personality, who has constantly been making good impressions on well
known people.
Patrick. it seems, decided to
sneak onto a movie set near the
college while some filming wastaking place. "One day somebody
said they were shooting a movie
across the street," he commented.
(Continued From Page 1) After watching about a week of
production he slipped in with a
cedures for teachers in a multi- bunch of extras.
district region, is already gaining
"I walked in this big room and
favorable response from others in there were Several convict
the area, Rose pointed out.
costumes on the wall," he added.
The summer training program -I guess since I was from the
in funded by the Bureau for Ex- Volunteer State, you might say I
ceptional Children.
'volunteered." He went on to tell
Some personnel changes were about a casting agent who asked
noted prior to the adjournment of how many needed W-2 forms and
the meeting. Christina Thompson
naturally his hand was one of
was employed full-time as a
those raised.
foreign language instructor at
The movie being shot turned out
CCHS; Millie Curd. 34 time coorid- to be "They Went-A-Way and
natorinstructor for the CETA in- That-A-Way," starring Tim Conschool program at CCHS; Sarah
way'.
Hill, a teacher at Calloway Middle
Patrick has been said to be very
School; Diana Tatlock, a '2 Title I
personable and most likeable — a
remedial reading teacher at guy with his head on straight who
Southwest; and Pat Greer, has a great respect for those who
substitute teacher.
have helped him in the business.

Calloway board...
proval to appropriate $4,500 for
chaperone expenses during a
scheduled July 1983 tour of
Austria by the CCHS Chamber
Singers. "Our situation will require one person per 10 to serve as
chaperone," she stated. Following
a brief discussion of the issue, the
board agreed and set aside monies
for the chaperone's expenses as
well as Mrs. Wells, and travel expenses to and from the airport.
"At this time, the students will
probably depart from the Atlanta
airport," Rose said.
A Summer Training for Exceptional Programs (STEP ) seminar
is currently being examined by
the board as well. The project,
which will involve training pro-

Actresses injured in auto accident;
man charged with drunken driving
SAN FRANCISCO I Al') —
Oscar-winning actress Janet
Gaynor underwent four hours of
surgery and was in critical condition today after an automobile Sccident that also injured Broadway
star Mary Martin and Miss
Gaynor's husband, and killed Miss
Martin's manager.
The(du- were riding to dinner at
about 7:30 p.m. PDT on Sunday
when their taxicab was rammed
by a van driven by a man later
charged with drunken driving,
authorities said,
Ben Washer, Miss Martin's
longtime manager, was killed in
the wreck.
Miss Martin's son, actor Larry
Hagman who plays J.R. Ewing on
television's "Dallas." flew from
his home in Malibu to see his
mother at San Francisco General
Hospital. A weary-looking
Hagman arrived shortly after 2
a.m., shielding his face from
photographers and refusing to
talk to reporters,

day when it was struck broadside
as it crossed Franklin Street. said
Sgt. Jim Long.
Drury, 46, van driver Robert
Cato, 36, and van passenger John
McCtie, 30, were treated for minor
injuries and released.
Cato was taken into custody and
booked on charges of vehicular
manslaughter, felony reckless
driver, speeding, felony drunken
driving, and running a red light,
said Sgt. John Madden.
In 1928, Miss Gaynor won the
first Academy Award for best actress for her role opposite Charles
Farrell in "Seventh Heaven." She
also appeared in such films as
"Street Angel," "State Fair,"
"High Society Blues." the original
"A Star is Born" and "Daddy
Longlegs."
She married Gregory in 1964.
Her first husband, dress designer
Gilbert Adrian, died in 1959.
a/sid.
Miss Gaynor, and Gregory had
Miss Martin, now co-host of the
been in San Francisco fot a taping show "Over Easy" on public
last week of "Over Easy" a Public television station KQED in San
Broadcasting Service program
Francisco, won three Tonys and
Miss Gaynor, 75, who won the that originates in San Francisco three New York Drama Critics
first Academy Award as best ac- and for which Miss Martin serves Polls for her theater work, as well
tress in 1928 for "Seventh as co-host. All three have homes in as an Emmy award for the 1955
Heaven:: was on. life-support Palm Springs.
-television production of "Peter
equipment.after surgery to repair
Lewis said Miss Martin pro- Pan."
a perforated bladder and stop bably will not need surgery but
She also Performed on stage in
_Offline anty,p41,her rivhf. ki4jg, ,9iay he ,-..tatlPitalized
-Soo
cifiC.! ."4.4unie Get
said pr. f'rank' Lewix chief of weeks.
Your Gun," among others. ,Her
legal name is MarY'Halliday.
emergency services at the
"She's awake and in moderate
Miss Gaynor and Gregory had
hospital and a University of pain." Lewis said. "When she
Calif( ornia-Sa n Francisco. tries to walk, she may have a fair
appeared with Miss Martin last,,
associate professor.
week on a !aping of the "Over
amount of pain for awhile."
Easy" program, said producer
She also suffered five rib fracThe taxi, driven by Ronald
tures on her right side, a broken Drury, was eastbound on Califor- Jules Power. All three have
collar bone, six fractured ribs on nit' Street street at 7:30 p.m. Sun- homes in Palm Springs, Calif.
,
her left side, a perforated bladder
and multiple fractures of her
pelvis, Lewis said,
"Her prognosis is very guarded," Lewis said. "She had multipie trauma and has needed nine
pints of blood and she's likely to
need more. In a lady her age, the
magnitude of her injuries is very
critical."
Miss Martin, 68, best
remembered for her roles as
Nellie Forbush in "South Pacific"
and as Peter Pan in the Broadway
and televison musicals, was in
serious but stable condition with
two fractured right ribs, a punctured right lung, two pelvic fractures and a bruised kidney.
Miss Gaynor's husband, Paul
Gregory, 62, an award-winning
Broadway and film producer, was
in serious condition with broken
legs and fractured ribs, Lewis
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It gives me great pleasure to pay tribute to the
working men and women of America on Labor Day.
This occasion brings deserved attention to those
who have toiled to build our nation and to shape a
prosperous life out of the dreams of early immigrants. Today we recognize the honor and value
of all work and the great distinction that flows from
a job well done.
From those who first carved a nation out of the
wilderness to those who helped cross, settle, and
build this country, the working people have made
immeasurable contributions to the advancement of
our way of life. Through their spirit, minds, and
muscles, America's workers have created a
modern industrial giant. They have sustained the
traditional values of family, work, and
neighborhood while serving as the bulwark of
American democracy and lending support to the
fundamental tenets of our free enterprise system.
As champions of collective bargaining, our
workers have furthered a process that has played a
major role in America's economic miracle. The
legal and proper use of collective bargaining is of
primary importance to the continuing development
of our-nation and the quest for human dignity.
We face many challenges to the future we all seek
for this land — challenges this Administration has
addressed through our efforts to revitalize the
economy. Following the dictum of Thomas Jefferson not to "take from the mouth of labor the bread it
has earned," we have reduced taxes and improved
incentives for expansion that will rekindle
economic growth. By working together we can successfully deal with the problems facing us and
usher this nation into a new era of achievement and
progress that will be a beacon to all the world.
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Ronald Reagan

Clean air wins
A legislative battle that has lasted five years is
ending with cleaner air- as- the winner. The
Assembly and Senate are near agreement on a program for mandatory inspection of auto smog
devices every two years.
The tough emission standards demanded of cars
sold in California have had an Achilles heel..The effectiveness of anti-smog equipment can be degraded significantly by lack of maintenance or tinkering
with engines. The legislation heading for the governor's desk, and which Gov. Brown is expected to
sign, will help assure that the equipment goes on doing what it was designed to do.
Legislators who have balked at imposing a new
burden on motor vehicle owners have been nudged
from two directions Into making a compromise. For
one thing: air pollution readings in metropolitan
areas are attesting to the fact that the existing requirement for a smog-device inspection at the time
a car is sold is not doing enough to avert a decline in
air quality. According to federal studies, the new inspection program can reduce pollution from
automobiles by 30 percent.
That is reason enough for motorists to accept the
necessity of paying a $10 fee every two years for a
smog-device inspection, and the possibility of up to
$50 in repairs to have them put in order. The twoyear requirement is a compromise with the original
proposal to require inspections every year.
Beyond that, the lack of an inspection program in
California has led to punitive action by the federal
government. The Environmental Protection Agency has put a hold on permits for industrial construction which has held up $190 million worth of projects
since 1980. Enactment of the program will lift the
ban at a time when jobs are desperately needed in
the construction industry.
It may seem incongruous to be imposing a new
regulatory burden on motor vehicle owners at a
time when deregulation has been a subject of
political dialogue. But the legislature is not alone in
recognizing that air pollution problems can transcend arguments for regulatory reform.
The Reagan administration has just made such a
compromise in spite of its dedication to deregulation. While it had been expected to ease up on standards for removing lead from gasoline, growing
concern_ about the danger of lead poisoning from
auto emissions has led it to do just the opposite. The
new requirements recently laid down for refineries
by the EPA are tougher than the old ones.
Congress, meanwhile, is Ibeked in controversy
over proposed amendments to the Clean Air Act.
While some anti-pollution laws undoubtedly were
too ambitious when they were enacted, others apparently were not ambitious'enough.
Among the latter we can include California law
prescribing emission standards for motor vehicles.
Putting the right anti-smog equipment on a car, it
turns out, is not enough. It must be kept'in working
• order, and the inspection program now expected to
begin in 1984 will become part of the price we pay
for sustaining the quality of the air we breathe.
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Interest rates put 30-year mortgage in jeopardy
NEW YORK 1AP1 —The 30-year
mortgage is still around in one form
or another — even at fixed interest
rates for the entire term — in spite of
rumors that it might succumb to
credit-market instability.
Long-term loans can be profitable
for lenders but costly to borrowers.
A simple example, using a face
amount of $24,500 and an interest rate
of 13.75 percent, demonstrates the
point.
On a 30-year amortization the monthly payments would be $285.45, for a
360-month total of $102,762. If the
mortgage were for 15 years,the monthly payments would be $322.18, totaling $57,992.40 at the completion of
payments.
The difference, $44,769.60 is ire
terest.

In the early years, payments on a
30-year mortgage are almost entirely
for interest. In this instance,
although $3,425.40 would have been
paid after one year,the amount owed
would be $24,438.75 — a,reduction of
only $61.25.
In contrast, the borrower on the 15year mortgage would have repaid
$529.20 of principal after the first
year. Instead of having a balance owed of $24,438.75, the borrower would
have reduced it to $23,970.80.
True, in that year's time the 15year borrower has to pay $440.76
more than the 30-year borrower, but
offsetting this is an equity buildup
totaling $529.20, or $467.95 more than
that achieved by the longer-time borrower.

Important as this is, it becom&)
even more so when you consider that
the average home mortgage at savings and loan associations lasts only
11.5 years. On a 30-year schedule.
most payments in those 11.5 years
would be for interest.
In the example used, the borrower
on a 30-year mortgage would have
paid $39,392.10 in 11.5 years, but still
would owe about $23,175.75, having
reduced the debt by only $1,324.25.
In contrast, the 15-year borrower
would have paid more — $44,460.84 in
11.5 years — but would have reduced
the principal owed to $12,882.10. That
is, the borrower would have repaid
$11,617.90.
The gap becomes even more pronounced if the homeowner 'sells his
house and retires the mortgage even

earlier, and in more normal times
that is a distinct possibility.
Less than a decade ago
homeowners sold and retired mortgages in about seven years. In part,
the time span has grown since then
because owners hbve been unable to
sell, or reluctant to part with
relatively low-cost mortgages.
When better times return to the
housing markets, it seems likely that
many current owners will be selling
their homes. Others will seek to
remortgage, hoping to lower the
relatively high interest rates they are
01.
now paying.
When that time comes, many of
those people who hold very-long-term
mortgages will find they owe almost
as much as they had years before.

,IIZZ Capin! News Sernar

today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday,Sept. 6, the 249th
day of 1982. There are 116 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 6, 1901, President William
McKinley was shot by an assassin'in
Buffalo, N.Y. He died eight days
later.
On this date:
In 1909, American explorer Robert
Peary sent word that he had reached
the North Pole -.-- five months earlier.
In 1914, the first Battle of the
Marne began during World War!.
In 1966, South African Prime
Minister Hendrik Verwoerd was
stabbed to death during-a Parliamentary session in Cape Town.
In 4975, more than ,300 people
were killed in an earthquake in
eastern Turkey.
Ten years ago: The summer Olympic games in -Munich resumed after„
80,000 spectators paid tribute to the
Israeli athletes killed there in a confrontation with Arab terrorists.
Five years ago: President Carter
welcomed Panama's chief of state,
Gen. Omar Torrijos Herrera, to the
White House, touching off a round of
diplomacy to build support for the
Panama Canal treaties.
One year ago: On the eve of Labor
Day, AFL-CIO president Lan&
Kirkland slammed the Reagan administration's labor policies,
especially its dismissal of striking air
tra fic controllers.
oday's birthday: U.S. Senator
John Melcher if Montana is 58.
Thought for today: Mediocrity
knows nothing higher than itself, but
talent instantly recognizes genius. —
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, English
writer / 1859-1930 1.

3K,it was your idea to solvg thg nuclgar
now do sou want thg pnone U, or the one
aldres5ed to occupant?
by terence hunt

the white house

Networks compete for photos of vacationing Reagan
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) —
The mountaintop overlooking Presi•-•
dent Reagan's ranch has been dubbed "Violation of Privacy Peak" by
White House staffers irritated at network camera crews trying to take
pictures of the vacationing chief executive.
ach day, crews from ABC, CBS
add NBC trek up into the Santa Ynez
Mountains and focus powerful lenses
down on Reagan's ranch, about 22
miles away, hoping for a picture of
the president horseback riding or doing ranch chores.
The competition for the closest shot
has been gradually escalating with
the arrival of more and more powerful equipment on each Reagan vacation.
One, network correspOndent
privately calls it "the silly
millimeter war."
This trip, there is unanimous
agreement among- the crews that
CBS took top honors with a motor
-powered reflector telescope lens
usually used for astronomy work.
CBS cameraman Greg Arriadon
said the network was renting the
lens, rated at a maximum 40,000
millimeters, for $600 a week-from a
company in San Francisco.
On a recent clear morning,'CBS
was able to zoom in on the president
walking. from his rairkho_qse lo his
stables. Viewers..saw the president
briislapg down his horse and riding
away.
,
, ••• The CBS pictures are so good Mat
ABC producer Leo Meidlinger said
he is thinking about using a similar
lens on future trips.

... 000

•• •

NBC producer Jun Lee said his
crew's lens, while not as big as the
one used by CBS, is so powerful that
it can't be used at full strength
because heat waves and haze distort
the picture. ABC and CBS have a
similar problem, and it shows up
with a wavy picture on the news.
The Reagan staff is not alone in its
concern about the loss of Reagan's
privacy.
It offends

my sensitivity to

privacy," admits CBS producer
Susan Zirinsky. However,she argues
Reagan gave up his right to privacy
when•be ran for president.
Even so, she said the crews stay on
the mountain long enough.only to get
a shot of Reagan's activity, usually
four or five hours a day, and are not
camped out at the observation post
around the clock.
The networks' lens and camera
equipment stood underneath a tent

on the mountaintop to shield it from
the sun during the day. At night, all
the equipment is protected by a
guara who also watches over a
microwave transmitting dish.
For his part, the president is not
concerned about the intrusion, according to one aide.
"I think he thinks it's a little silly."
said the official. "It's the same stuff
every day. He feels sorry for the guys
cameramen who have to go up
there every day.

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Morgan Sisk, associate professor
of biology at Murray State University, has completed requirements for
his Ph.D at Ohio State University.
Deaths reported included Mrs.
Cody H.( Annie Susan) Jones,87,and
Roger Usher,27.
Mrs. Raymond ( Mary) Morris has
been appointed postmaster of flardin
Postoffice.
Graves Morris got a hole-in-one on
164-yard seventh hole ,At Murray
Country Club. He as playing with
Cathryn .Garrott,: Judy Muehleman.
and Jim Ransom at Labor Day Tournament.
.Charmin tissue ts listed.as selling
for39 cents fOi?
packaga at
Storey's Pood Giant..
Twenty years ago
• The Calloway Fiscal -Court- yester-day approved the method of financing for the new Mucray Hospital.'
This will clear the way for sale of

$100,000 in bonds.
Deaths reported include Pat M.
Ryan,60, and Dr. Dillon A. Williams.
Edna Darnell, librarian, Purchase
Region, conducted a • workshop for
librarians at Murray. She was
Assisted by Evon Kelly, assistant
librarian for the region.
Mrs. Robert Wyman is.president of
Carter School Parent-Teacher
Association. •
Mrs. Zelda Galloway left Aug. 26 to
visit relatives in Jonesboro and Little
Rock. Ark.
Thirty yelp ago
Work is continuing according to
schedule on Calloway County Health
• Center. All outside frame work is
erected 'aria- the bold Mg and"'
brickwork are, proceeding at a good
rate.
- • Deaths reported inclittleCreorge
Marine‘80.
A feyture story on Mr. and'Mrs:
R.E. Kelley of Murray Hatcher is

published. The story was written by
Jackie Herndon.
John Brandon was honored with a
surprise squirrel supper on his birthay on Sept. 4 at Brandon Bros. Service Station on Hazel Highway.
Lochie Faye Hart. daughter of Mr.
add Mrs. George Hart, has resumed
her studies at Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.
Write a Letter .. Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letterimust be signed-by the writer alid the writer's
add,ress and phone number must
be included for verification. .The
8riition?helYitbtiibtairin/INM41
.
Address correSpondence to
or, The- Murray Ledger St
Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky
42071

I' %LA. I Monti.*

murray today
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Gregory-Wilkinson wedding planned

a

datebook
Johnson graduates

Mr and Mrs. Earl T
Gregory of Frankfort announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter.
Jennifer Lynn. to Nickie
Lane Wilkinson. son of
Mr and Mrs. Harold L.
Wilkinson of Hazel.
Miss Gregory is a 1982
graduate of Murray State
University with a degree
in social work. She is also
a 1978 graduate of
Franklin 'County High
School.
The bride-elect currently is employed by the
Cabinet for Human
Resources.
Mr. Wilkinson is a 1974
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
currently is employed by
Frankfort Auto Sales.
' The wedding will take
place on 'Saturday. Oct.
16, at 2:30 p.m. at
Graefenbure Baptist
Church at Waddy.
A reception will follow
at the Frankfort
Women's Club.
An open wedding will
be observed.
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'Shakers'exhibit to open

Airman First Class Craig W. Johnson, son of
Perry J. and Lottie F. Johnson of 100 Garden St.,
Murray, has graduated from U.S. Air Force Security police specialist course at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Graduates of the course studied security and law
enforcement and earned credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the
Community College of the Air Force. Johnson now
will served in Klein Brogel, Belgium, with the 7361st
Missile Security Squadron.

Tennis ploy Wednesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday. Sept. 8, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Annette Alexander. Renee Wynn, Cecelia Brock and
Cathy Mattis; Court Two — Vicky Holton, Pat
Weatherly, Carol Waller and Dinah Vire; Court
Three — Alice Rouse, Debbie Keller, Deanna
Parker and Gaye Haverstock.

of

A photographic exhibit by Linda Butler of Lexington on the "Shakers" will be on display in the
upper galleries of Clara M. Eagle Gallery in Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State University
from Wednesday. Sept. 8, through Sunday, Oct. 3.
Her traveling exhibit is an effort to capture the
values of the Shakers in a visual way. Active in
the
notheasten and midwestern U.S. in the 1800s, the
Shaker society was united by spiritual beliefs and
by values such as simplicity, light, order, perfection of craft, harmony and elegance of form and
work.
Ms. Butler was given access to the entire collection of the Pleasant Hill Community in Mercer
County and began photographing it in February
1982. A free-lance commercial photographer, she
earned the B.A. degree at Antioch College, Yellow
Springs, Ohio, in 1970 and the M.A.T. degree at
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. She has exhibited at Metropolitan Museum of Art, American
Wing, in New York.
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Brock to speak Tuesday

Miranda Kay West born

The Rev. Don Brock, director of Mental Health
Center, will lead a Panel discussion on alcohol and
drug abuse at general meeting of First United
Methodist Church Women on Tuesday, Sept. 7, at
7:30 p.m. in Hale Chapel of church.
All women of the church are invited to attend. The
executive committee will meet at 7 p.m. in the
church parlor.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike West, Rt. 1, Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Miranda Kay, born Friday.
Aug. 17, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph West of
Lynnville, Mrs. Larue Phelps, Rt. 8. Mayfield, and
Ray Warren, Rt. 7, Murray.
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Down Concord Way..

Writer remembers events of past days
Jennifer Lynn Gregory
to marry Nickie Lone Wilkinson

Hospital census listed for two days
ROBIN VaLl1AN115

"'7 •::7.7.:;

Census for Sunday,
Aug. '29, at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital included 132
adults and six in nursery.

Newborn admissions Benton;
Pamela Reed
were Brenda Ferguson and baby
boy,Box 942.
and baby boy: 209-3
Dismissals were as
Maple: Myra Stice and follows:
baby boy, 14051 2 Walnut,
Jo Nell Mohler, Rt. 1;
Georgia Lorene Falwell,
Rt. 3; Dale Mason
Garland. 1611 Catalina;
Carolyn G. Walker, Rt. 5;
Elaine Nimmo, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mourean
George, 731 Riley Ct.
Melvin R. Grogan, Rt.
4: Thomas W. Lofton. Rt.
7, Benton; Clara I.
Thorn, Rt. 1, Almo:
Marion Sharborough,
Box 28: Mary Elizabeth
Gray i expired) Rt. 1.
Dexter.

Wanda Henry of Murray
I LOVE THE NEW ME!
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By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
Aug. 23,1982
There is a hint of
autumn in the air, bringing more nostalgia,
but though fond recollections, bring old scenes to
view, I know there's
nothing left for me of
days that used to be.
Mrs. Cornelia
Spiceland Kirks recently
visiting from Fort Worth,
Texas, wanted to tour by
neighboring lake sites,
Crappie Hollow, by which
a path once led our bare
feet to McCuiston School,
then on by perhaps the

first brick home in
Calloway County, still
standing, the Hamlin
house.
Down a once familiar
road where many acquaintances once lived is
now Lakeway Shores.
Farther on is
Panorama Shoes with
beautiful homes of people
from many different
places.
Galen Thurman, Sr.,
and other teachers at McCuiston School in years
past never dreamed that.
in the future, part of the
world would make a path
to these then unknown
hills and valleys.

Ladies'day events
planned Wednesday

Young people return house on the hilltop and
from Knoxville World's carried water for
all
Fair with pictures of home use up that hill.
sights they have seen
Great -greatthere.
grandchildren remember
Now since it is useless the stiffly starched pillow
to remember the old slips on great feather
adage, "Early to bed, beds, and the big black
early to rise," I can lie in iron range in the kitchen
bed late, looking out the on which "smorgasbord
"
window into'The top of a meals were cooked for all
tree, reviewing who stopped.
kaleidoscopic scenes of
We marvel at wonders
the past.
performed in this "comTrue sunshine and puter age," but no
shadows intermingle, but stronger were
the
my album of memories achievements perform
ed
sustains me and shortens by fore-fathers and
the hours.
mothers in days before
Tobacco cuttings in labor saving devices or
many neighborhoods comforts afforded by
have furnished employ- electricity and modern
ment and new ex- changes.
periences to several
To us they have
young men, especially to "thrown the torch,
he
a Colorado Springs col- ours to hold it high,"
and
lege boy, Tim Gannon, not break faith with those
who, as others, has en- who have died.
joyed big country dinners
Old churches and
served.
schools have been replacDistant cousins of ed with more modern and
Herbert McClure, one of efficient buildings.
Let's
the employers, Worked hope that old ideals
and
with him in sight of the morals have not been
outdecayed old ancestral dated, and judging from
McClure home.
cars passing by on SunBut many changes days going to churche
s
have come since the and from good sermon
sI
eleven McClure boys and hear on television, our angirls were reared in the chor still holds!

Ladies day activities 9:50 a.m. —
Diane
will be Wednesday, Sept. Villanova, Evelyn
Jones,
8, at Murray Country Toni Hopson and
I LOOK BETTER
Inus
—
Census of Monday, Club.
Orr.
I FEEL BETTER '
1
Bridge
Aug.
30,
with
at
Murray
Treva
10
a.m. — Norma
rrs FANTASTIC!
i Calloway County Johnson as hostess will be Frank, Madelyn Lamb,
' Hospital included 157 played at 9:30 a.m.
Frances Hulse and Billie
A ladies day luncheon Cohoon.
adults and five in
Foe me slow real bey to
will be served at noon
nursery.
Tee No. Four
sasses, was rho att•olv
with Carla Rexroat and
dad., sous•lang •nd
9:20 a.m. — Rowena
Newborn admissions Ann Hoke
vowel to saloons The
as chairmen. Cullom
, Anna Mary
were Patricia Lampkins Reserva
dee o• araert 00i Iwas
tions
should be Adams,
**eat hungry I Istovned
and baby girl, 208 Grove made
Virginia Schwett05owt
owtor.ow
900
by today.
man and Freda Steely.
Blvd., Paris, Tenn., and
settrtng
meal plannop
Other hostesses will be
owl
wkoie wow way ete
9:30
Sonia Houston and baby Carol
a.m. — Martha Sue
leee• /est el all I feel
Boaz, Kathy KopRyan, Frances Parker.
girl, Box 2.3. Kirksey.
good oboet toe ood
perud, Marilyn Walker,
hoe. hoo to /oortol roe
Edith Garrison and Alice
Dismissals were as Mary Taylor,
...Ott Poonano t•
Freda Stee- Purdom
follows:
.
ly, Diane McCrystal,
9:40 a.m. — Margaret
Lisa Larue West and Vickie
BOBBY WOLFF
Travis, Cindy
Shuffett, Euva N. Gibbs,
baby girl, Rt. 1. Dunn,
Janet Housden,
Faira Alexander and BetMayfield: Cathy L. Susan
McKnelly, Susan
ty Jo Purdom.
Watkins and baby girl, Hart.
YOU CAN
"Reason should direct and
Cheryl Beamer and
NORTH
9.6-A
Rt. 2, Hazel; Jacki Cook Jennie
DO IT TOO!
9:50 a.m. — Veneta appetite obey." — Cicero.
•J 10 6 3
Hutson.
Deo., Hot oeto 1 2 loot
and baby boy, Rt. 8.
,
V
9
Sexton,
4
2
Pam
Mavity, BetGolf willplayed at
Ow Cowden has lerlped
•SOUND NI. TRITION
Don Gilbert, 415 South 9:20
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• BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
Miller, 1511 Dudley; should
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•AQ54
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49 8 2
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Stacy A. Vaughn, Rt. 1.
• FREE I.YEAR MAINTENANCE PLAN
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hostess, Billie Cohoongolf
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,
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g
Water Valley; Betty L.
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Kelso, 806'Sunny Lane;
+5
Frances Hulse, hostess, about how best to insure
•7 4 2
to play who is not listed as
the
follows.
Annie E. Tharpe, Rt. 1,
CALL TODAY
game, he chastised North
SOUTH
may come and be paired
for a Ire,
Paris, Tenn.
•K 7
at the tee.
First — Diane about his bidding "We
introdto ton.
•A K Q 107
Kathy L. Forrester, Rt.
ontoultaiton It I ould
missed a slam," he lamentThe lineup is as Villamva.36•J 8 5
hanqw your Me'
5, South Fulton, Tenn.;
follows:
Second — Betty Jo Pur- ed. Soon after, he was
4Q 9 3
Anna Inell Sims, 701 Tee
forced to eat his own words.
No. One
Noes oyet 1150 Smote...is 1 5 4
Williams, Paris, Tenn.; Ba
(BIMIA1
Dummy
ruffed
37.
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first
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Third
ble Both Dealer
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Toni Hopson,
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Sue Michele Jackson, Rt.
diamond as South offered South The bidding
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2, Clinton; Mark Sim- Chris
something about ; showig
Graham and Fourth, Fifth and Sixth
mons. 106 allege Courts;
voids. "Controls in side suit.: South West North East
Elizabeth Slusmeyer.
Billie Cohoon, Freda
Pass
24
Pass
8-5:30
coupled with a running suit, 3+
Vada Smith, Rt. 7,
3
Pass
9:30 a.m. — Laverne Steely and Frances
Pass
Sal. 10-1
often lead to slams... he 411,
641 N. Murray, Ky_, Mayfield; Ruby Clara Ryan,
Pass
Pass
Pass
Betty Powell, Pat- Hulse, all 40.
mumbled.
Grogan. 1624 Hamilton.
ty Claypool and Nancy Seventh
With some disgust. he Opening lead Diamond
, Eighth, Ninth
Orr.
quickly
and Tenth — Faira Alexcashed two high king
9:40 a.m. — Jane Fitch, ander,
trumps
and he discovered
Edith Garrison,
Exie Hill, Louise Lamb Virginia
anothe
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Schwettrnan and
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and Cathryn Garrott.
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l hadr lead and West can lead
Margaret Shuffett, all 41. c
spades for only one trick
could no longer make his
game. If he drew trumps
Lead with The Aces
MORE STATE PARKS
and gave West his trump
In the 81 miles between Florence
and Otis, Ore., trick, the defense would also South holdS 9-6-B
there are 28 state parks side by side
— all along the score two diamonds and two
seacoast. The Rand McNally Road
•A
Atlas says this is spades for down two And if
•1998
the most state parks for that length
of road along he tried to run the clubs.
•K 7 4 32
any seacoast.
West would ruff the third
•10 98 3
round to isolate the dummy. East
West
Declarer makes., his game I4
GOOD MOTU 112
COUPON
if he concentrates on that 10
4+
which is instead of that NT
54I
1O0/ OFF ON A $10.00 ORDER OR MORE. which
0,4
might have been
After rutting the first
WE HAVE GREEN WARE,
Offer Good All Day—No Coupons — No Limit
diamond, declarer should ANSWER:Diamond three
SUPPLIES AND FINISHED
lead a trump frOm dummy Against . small slams, be
10°
PIECES AVAILABLE.
At All Area
and insert his 10 as a basic;aggressive.. Your _Ode rates
safety play West, gets his to have one sure trick Try
trump jack but declarer's to establish a second winner
game is safe Regardle9s of before your entry is gone
791 lostwessa 94 Wert sad 121
how West continues, declarWest Tore loft ofter Sb. frairgresads
Send bridge questions to The Ades
er is assured of at least an P0
fah Mares sa Asks
Box 123113 Dallas Texas 75225
MURRAY-641 N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM 'fN
ovehrick
Dummy's with self addressed stamped metope
753-2540
remaining trump guards for reply
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Community calendar
Monday,Sept.6
Murray Lodge No. 105
V&A M
will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p In. and work in third
degree at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 730 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m at church.

Aim: early disease detection

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
Our diseases, an examination in the brain is involved
you describe This can be
company requires all may find problems that will
The victim stops breath- closed during the day for
employees to have an annual affect the quality of your
medical examination as part life A good example here is ing After a long pause in normal respiration and
of the health program I sup- a progressive hearing loss breathing there may be a speaking, then opened durpose it does a lot of good but that you may not be aware loud, sudden inhalation The ing the night It works in
I wonder What can they find of Another example is the lack of breathing causes the most such cases Simple
weight reduction does not
out if you don't have any gradual increase in pressure person to awaken
always work Neither the
symptoms and feel healthy' in the eyes that leads to
The
obstruction
is operation nor the care of the
Also. I wonder if I am get- glaucoma and may cause bypassed by doing a
ting only part of what we
trarheostomv. the opening tracheostomy is really difficult
need How do you know what blindness if not treated
Family potluck with
should be done for your med- early
Dave and Vee Severns as
course,
Of
person's
each
ical examination,Ordinarichairmen is scheduled at
ly I wouldn't see a doctor history and familial tenden7 p.m. at Murray Country
unless I was sick or injured cies may affect what needs
Club.
As long as I feel fine I to be done for a complete
Reservations for ladies
believe in letting sleeping examination I'm sending
By CECILY
Mix the paste by hand
dogs lie Besides, I hate to you The Health Letter numday luncheon on Wedneswith 8 tablespoons butter
BROWNSTONE
take up the doctor's time ber 10-2, Your Valuable
day at Murray Country
AP Food Editor
cut into bits and softened
when he has sick people to Medical Examination, which
Club should be made by
outlines the main things that
DINNER FARE
to room temperature.
see
today with Carla Rexroat
DEAR READER -- As need to be done and when. Salmon with Anchovy Work in the juice of '2
much as possible the real Others who want this issue Butter Potato and Onion lemon and 1 to 1'2 teas- or Ann Hoke.
goal is to take care of people can send 75 cents with a Gratin Salad
Tuesday,Sept. 7
Bread poons freshly ground
so they won't be sick in the long, stamped, self- Tray Fresh
Hattie Lee Galloway
black pepper. Cut 2
Pear Tart
addressed envelope for it to
first place
pounds of salmon fillet in- WMU Group of Westside
Salmon with
You need to know that the me, in care of this newspato six pieces, each about Baptist Church will meet
Anchovy Butter
early evidence of important per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
This unusual combina- '2 inch, wide. Put the at 7 p.m. at church.
diseases often develop City Station, New York, NY
tion of flavors comes salmon on a lightly oiled
before there are any symp- 10019.
Groups of First Baptist
toms. Almost all the life' DEAR DR LAMB
My from a famous baking sheet and spread
threatening diseases can be husband has been diagnosed
restaurant.
each piece with about P2 Church WMU will meet
prevented, cured or delayed as having sleep apnea. It 6 salt-pa
cked anchovy tablespoons anchovy hut- as follows: Dorothy
if the evidence is found seems that the only thing to
Group with Roberta
ter. •
before there are symptoms. help this problem is an oper- fillets
Tarry at 10:30 a.m.; EE
That includes fatty-cho- ation on the throat, which 8 tablespoons unsalted
Bake in a preheated Group I at 7 p.m.; Bea
lesterol deposits that cause results in an opening from butter
400-degree oven for 4 to 5 Walker Group with Mary
heart attacks and strokes, the outside that would be Juice of '2 lemon
'
and high blood pressure that permanent and require a lot
1 to 1'2 teaspoons minutes, until the salmon Ann Russell at 7:30 p.m.
contributes to these prob- of special attention.
freshly ground black pep- is Mist cooked. The
lems
salmon is done when it
He seems to improve per
The early detection of
feels springy yet firm
cancer, or conditions that some with the loss of weight. 2 pounds fresh salmon
when pressed with a
increase the risk of cancer, Isn't there anything else that fillet
To make the butter, finger.
A free program of adult
is still the only way to pro- can be done?
vide prevention or early
DEAR READER -- Sleep bone and rinse 6 anchovy
Serve the salmon on basic education is being
treatment. And early treat- apnea is a complex cause of fillets and dry them well. warm plates
- with a red- offered in Calloway Counment is still the most likely insomnia. Overweight males ( Use only saltpacked
an- • potato and red-onion ty during 1982-83 school
way to achieve a successful are especially prone to the chovies,
available at gratin. Serves 6. Frpm year with evening classes
result. It can be lifesaving.
problem. There appears to
In addition to the impor- be an obstruction in the Italian delicatessens. the "Chez Panisse Menu on Monday and Tuesday
tance of early detection and throat during the night, but Pound the anchovies to a Cookbook," by Alice at Calloway County High
early treatment of serious also the respiratory center smooth paste in a mortar. Waters ( Random House I. School.
Marlene Beach is
teaching the classes in
Room 108 from 0 to 9 p.m.
Enrollment begins on
Sept. 13 and will continue
through May 1983.
Offerings include
mathematics, science,
social studies, English,
reading and other special
interest topics.
The program is
available to any resident
of Calloway County 16
years of age or older who

Salmon with Anchovy Butter
recipe listed for dinner menu
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Women of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will
meet as follows: WMU at
church at 10 a.m. and
BYW af parsonage at 7.30
p.m.
Group II of First Christian Church CWF will
meet with Sallie Littleton
at 2 p.m.
Calloway Band
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m. at band room of
Calloway County High
School.
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly ) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at club
house.

Adult study planned

Hospital list
given for day

CALLOWAY CHAMBER Singers of Calloway County High School sang at general meeting
of Murray
Woman's Club. They are left to right), front row, Lavaughn Wells, director, Lisa Gardner,
Donna Ford,
Kevin Crawford, Rick Wagoner, Chris Brtum, Jeanetta Geurin, Andrea Nesbitt, second
row, Tammy Jones,
Terri Billington, Coleman Scott, Eric Roberts, John (Scotter) Paschall, Jamie Bergmann,
Lisa Oswalt,
Tamy Grogan, third row,Sandy Hopkins, Joni Blotner, Debbie Therrien, Mark Willie, Leland Steely,
Tim McCoy, Clarissa Thorn, Ashley Miller and Gloria Holmes.

Woman's club hears state president

1OBBY WOLFF

Tuesday,Sept. 7
Tuesday,Sept. 7
Mothers Morning Out
Alcoholics Anonymous
will be at 9 a m at First . is scheduled to meet at 8
United Methodist Church
p.m in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
First United Methodist Center.
Church Women will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Hale
Murray Assembly No
Chapel of church Ex- 19 Order of Rainbow for
ecutive Board will meet Girls will meet at 7 p rn
at 7 p.m.
at lodge ball

Mrs. Thomas N. Mc'cry, Jr., president of
entucky Federation of
omen's Clubs, spoke at
eneral meeting of the
urray Woman's Club at
lub house on Thursday,
ept. 2,at 7 p.m.
"Committed To Serice" is the theme of Mrs.
cCoy's pledge for her
wo years as state presient. She challenged the

officers arid members to
work together, to be concerned for others and to
continue to be involved on
the local, district and
state levels.
Mrs. McCoy from
Catlettsburg was introduced by Mrs. C.C.
Lowry, past KFWC president.

first vice president,
presented Mrs. McCoy
with a certificate saying
she would receive the
first printing of paperback book, Thoughts In
Season by Ken Wolf, and
also a reprint of the Murray Woman's Club 1967
Cook Book,

Wolf as proceeds are to
go to Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Association and the Mental Health Center.
The Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers, directed by
Lavaughn Wells, sang
"Calloway County Anthem" by Mrs. Wells,
The Murray club has "Jesus Merciful
Mrs. Hamp W. Brooks, endorsed the book by Saviour," "Neighbors
Chorus," and "America
the Beautifu."
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, president, presided and introduced other guests including Mrs. Pat
Geveden. Wickliffe. first
district governor, and
Mrs. Donald Brock, Murray, first district vice
governor.
The devotion was given
by Mrs. Billy Rue Nix.
Mrs. Keith Hays led the
salute to the flag. Reports
were given by Mrs. Felix
Dunn, civic, Mrs. Louis
Kerlick, finance, and
Mrs. Bob Billington, fair
queen contest.
Hostesses for the social
hour were members Of
the Alpha and Creative
Arts Department.

Wednesday,Sept.I
South Pleasant Grove
with Martha Butterworth
atl 30pm
Murray Bass Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.

Make Today Count will
meet at 130 p.m. in third
Free blood pressure floor classroom of
tests will be given from Murray-Calloway County
noon to 2 p m. at Seventh- Hospital.
Day Adventist Church.
Hazel and Douglas
South 15th arid Sycamore
Streets
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acBethel Baptist Bible tivities by senior citizens.
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David and
Circles of First United
Aleshia Cunningham.
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
Senior Citizens Centers follows: Hannah with
will be open as follows: Jane Baker, Ruth Wilson
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; at church, and Wesleyan
Hazel and Douglas from with Kathryn Glover, all
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis at 7:30 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday,Sept. 9
Singles Class will meet
Welcome Wagon Club
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and will have a
salad supper
Poplar Church of Christ.
at 6:30 p.m. at University
Branch of Bank of MurKickoff meeting for Ar- ray.
thritis Drive will be at 7
p.m. in Ohio Room,
North Pleasant Grove
University Center, 'Mur- Cumberland
ray State University.
Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at 7
Singles Class will meet p.m. at home of Mrs.
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Delia Graham.
Poplar Church of Christ.
Murray Chapter No, 92
Wednesday,Sept.8
Royal Arch Masons will
Interagency Con- meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
ference of Murray and hall.
Calloway County will
meet at 3 p.m. at
Mothers Day Out Will
Calloway Public Library. be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Blankenship Circle of
Women will met at 7 p.m. South Pleasant Grove
at church.
United Methodist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Homemakers Club will church.
meet as follows: Pacers
with Verda Happy, 1622 -knior Citizens acLoch Lomond. at 9:30 tivities will be from 10
a.m.; Pottertown at Col- a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
onial House at 10 a.m.: and Douglas Centers and
New Concord with Mrs. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
John I.ivesay at 1 p.m.; Ellis Center.

does not have a high
school diploma and who
is not now enrolled in the
public school system.
Cooperating with the
Calloway County school
system on the adult
education project are the
Adult Basic Education
Unit in the Bureau of Instruction of the Kentucky
Department of Education
and Murray State University.
Persons who desire to
enroll or who need additional information about
the classes may call the
Calloway County Board
of Education at 753-3033,
Marlene Beach at 753VENOMOUS SNAKE
2350 or the Adult LearnThe only venomous snalt that will attack a
ing Center at Murray
human
without
provocation is the African Mamba
State at 762-6971.

,iI AN SH

Census for Tuesday,
Aug. 31, at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital included 156
adults and five in
nursery.
A newborn admission
was Alice Goheen and
baby boy, Rt. 7. Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Gloria D. Brooks and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.; Junior
Downs, Fern Terrace
Lodge: Kathleen
Howard, 500 Macdonia,
Mayfield; Mary Alie
Garner, Box 594; Mary
Jane Waters, 907 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Troy S. Conner, Rt. 1,
Benton; Michael A.
Galloway, 801 Sunny
Lane: Larry Joe Kelso,
Rt. 1, Almo; Richard
Charles Webb, Box 55A,
Hamlin; Sarah E.
Sinclair, Rt. 8; Donnie G.
Hargrove Rt. 3.
Shirley J. Denham,
Bel-Air Center; Issac W.
Dunn, Rt. 1, Ledbetter;
Mary M. Carter, 202
Poplar St.: Herbert F.
Dunn, 506
13road St •
Daisy I.. Boyd;503 North
Seventh St.
Tena Buchanan, Box
298, New Concord;
Estelle Wilson, Rt. 1; Roy
L. Bogard. Rt. 3; Gus G.
Hopkins I expired), Rt. 1,
Hardin; Novie Paschall
( expired 410 Sycamore
St.

Quarter Lb. Pure

ESS

round

Beef Patties

$201

14 Lb Box

Frosty Acres Cut

Corn

1 599
$71 9
2399

20 lb.$

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn
Frosty

12.10 oz. pkgs.

Acres Speckled

Butter
Beans
Frosty Acres
Baby Limas

$
30 lbs.

20

1 799

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

Peas

201k

si 533

Frosty Acres

Black Eye Peas

1 599

20

1 610

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Frosty Acres White
Potatoes

20

le

$1199
201b

I

hoice Sides Of Bee
Si 35
I Lb.

Cut & Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
'075Jrd

St

Orboo• 713 1601
NOUNS, 7 00 5 00 Non In

We Air :sot Food
3144.09

Only re,lprni Inspected Mew Mork e, in

Murray

Don't let winter catch you napping
As the temperature outside
drops you can expect your
I
electric bill to go up During
the cold weather your electric ),,F
heating system has to work
hard to keep you comfortable .
Tifs

All ,osts ,n,.oked ii
the elek_th,ty you use So
reduce your heating costs
supplying electricity—fuel
Construction interest
by installing adequate
materials labor taxes
- insulation and weatherization
measures and keeping your
etc —are increasing But
remember, you Pay Only for thermostat at 68 degrees

Jim Fain
Insurance
MRS. THOMAS N. McCOY,Jr., second left, president of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs,spokeat general meeting of Murray Woman's'Club. Pictured
from left) are Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,club president, Mrs. Pat Geveden,first district
governor, and Mils. Ha mp W. Brooks club first vice president
Staff photos by Alice Rouse
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WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC COOP. CORP.
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Soybean source of variety of products
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Attention

SOMERSET, Ky. API
An ancient Chinese
medicinal plant whose
origin goes back 5,000
t ears is becoming quite
popular with farmers in
the Lake Cumberland
area and elsewhere in
Kentucky.
It's the soybean. valued
,is a source of food and
other chemical agents usin products that range
trom paint to explosives.
We at Rhodes Supply have the
Although soybeans are
relatively new to this
professionals that know how to
area, some 5,000 to 6,000
formulate the right feed for your
acres are grown each
needs.
\ ear in Pulaski County.
These fields produced
Gary Key, Territory Manager for Supper Sweet Feeds is
:in average of 33 bushels
can
experienced all with all types of livestock and )
of beans per acre last
t ear and should easily exformulate the right ration to go with your home grown
ceed that figure this
groin.
season, said Keenan
Turner, UK Extension
Now is the time to take advantage of this service... We
Service agricultural
think with the right formulation we can help you have
agent for Pulaski County.
better production with less feed.
"Some fields are in the
ao to 60 bushels per acre
range, but the average
probably will be closer to
36. bushels per acre,"
Turner said.
Using 36 bushels per
acre and an estimated
6.000 acres, Pulaski County could produce some
216,000 bushels this year.
This is only a small drop
in the soybean oil bucket.
The Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting SerGe ne Rhodes, wner
vice estimates that KenAhf
HOL STEI N
tucky farms will produce
3JEINSET
53.1 million bushels of
Gory Key
s soybeans during the 1982
Terry Fronk an
season, an increase of 6
Territory Maneger
Mill Foremen
percent from 1981.
Supersweet Feed
(502) 382-2185
If these predictions
149-2453 16,
hold true, the, 1982 crop
would be the second
AIVAOr
rAIVlargest on record.
The state average yield
is predicted to be some 32

Livestock Producer
Go With
The Pro's
1

s

1

:
fAl/
.
.,111 Rhodes
Supply '
Inc.,
urj

Cuba, K/

1-502-382-2185

502)

FEEDS

Southern States

TRUCK LOAD GATE SALE
Now Thru September X 1 1th
Save up to $1.45
•8'
•10'
•12'
•14'
•16'

$29.50
$32.70
$36.40
$39.90
$42.95

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

(Painted Pipe)
INDUSTRIAL RD.

753-1423

Murray

Buy a new Case farm tractor.. choose

special Case

bushels per acre on 1.66
million acres --- down
some 40,000 acres from
last year.
U.S. production is expected to total a record
2.29 billion bushels, up
some 13 percent from the
1981 crop. The national
production average is expected to hit 32,3 bushels
per acre.
How will such an abundance of soybeans affect

farmers plans in Pulaski under per-bushel conCounty?
tracts for prices ranging
from $6.10 to $6.33 per
Kenny Beshears and
bushel, These were the
his brother Jerry will
prices offered between
raise some 1,200 acres of
February and June of this
soybeans this year. Much
year on the anticipated
of their current produccrop.
tion is on leased land.
After delivering beans
Unlike some farmers, on which he had contrachowever, the Beshears tural obligations, Kenny
-forward-priced" a por- Beshears plans to "sit
tion of their anticipated tight" for about three
soybean production months and watch the

market, hoping the
harvest glut will subside
before he sells more of his
harvest
Holding soybeans 'in
storage without selling is
something of a risk. The
producer must balance
money to be gained by
waiting i hoping prices
rise I versus money to be
lost I in interest expenses).

Farmers'income drop to be smaller
By ON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON AP Farmers' collective net
income will not drop as
sharply as some feared
six months ago, according to new figures
from the Agriculture
Department.
Officials said Wednesday that 1982 farm in('ome is estimated at $19
billion, down only 3 percent from last year.
Even so, this will be the
third year in a row for
declining farm income
which rose to $26.7 billion
in 1979 and then dropped
to $24.4 billion in 1980 and
to $19.6 billion in 1981.
George W. Stone, president of the National
Farmers Union, said the
USDA's forecast "confirms what farmers have
come to know - that the
farm policies of the
Reagan administration
are bankrupt and are
leading our nation's entire agriculture industry
right down the same
path."
Early this year, when it
appeared that farm income might decline even
more sharply, the department suspended making
quarterly projections and
announced the first
estimate would not be
ready until September.
The report said that inflation in farmers' production costs "has slowed
substantially and
livestock prices have improved" since earlier this
year.
Cash receipts from the
sale of commodities are
expected to decline 1 percent to around $142 billion
this year from the record
of $144 billion in 1981.
Record livestock sales of
about $70 billion are expected this year, up 2 percent from last year, but
crop receipts are expected to be down 4 percent to $72 billion.
"On the other hand,
direct government

payments to farmers are
estimated to total $4
billion by the end of this
calendar year, more than
double those of recent
years." the report said.
Government payments
directly to farmers - ineluding cash "deficiency" checks to help make
up for lower crop prices
- were about $1.9 billion
in 1981.
Farmers'total gross income this year - which
includes government
payments and other income related to the farm-

ing enterprise - was
estimated at about $163
billion. And with expenses indicated at $144
billion, that leaves a net
of $19 billion,

Using another method
of accounting, officials
said net farm income
after adjustments for
changes in value of
farmers' inventories of
crops and livestock would
still be about $19 billion
this year, compared to
$25.1 billion in 1981, $20.1
billion in 1980, $32.4
billion in 1979 and $25.4
billion in 1978.

-The major uncertainties surrounding these
forecasts are fourthquarter crop conditions,
crop and livestock prices
later 'this ear, advance
direct payments to parThis method includes
ticipants in 198.3 commodity programs, and an allowance for unsold
production expenses," crops and livestock
the report said,
farmers have on hand.

Sugorbeet production cut
WASHINGTON AP)American farmers have
cut sugarbeet production
sharply because of sagging prices and huge world
supplies of sugar - and
the situation continues to
look grim.
The Agriculture
Department says world
sugar output in the year
ahead may fall just short
of the record production
of 1981-82.
Global output for the
sugar marketing year
which ended Aug. 31 was
estimated Thursday at a
record 97.9 million metric
tons, up the previous
forecast of 96.3 million
tons last May.
Officials said the 198283 world crop could yield
95 million to 97 million
metric tons. Production
of beet sugar is expected
to decline about 1.5
million tons, but cane
sugar may not drop so
much.
A metric ton-. about
2.205 pounds.
Beet sugar output in the
United States in 1982-83
may drop 13 percent from
last season, reflecting
sharp cuts in this year's
plantings by farmers.
"Sugarbeet production
is declining considerably
in all areas except the
Red River Valley of Min-

nesota and North
Dakota," the report said.
However, it added. U.S.
cane sugar output, exeluding Puerto Rico, will
probably match 1981-82
production.
The huge world sugar
output in the season just
completed' triggered a
sharp increase in
surpluses and plummeting prices on the international market.'
With -1981-82 sugar consumption estimated at
about 91 million metric
tons, that means an inventory buildup of nearly
seven million tons, the

reportsaid.
"World consumption,
discouraged by poor
economic growth, is
unlikely to rise above 93
million tons" in 1982-83,
"so another sugar
surplus appears probably
and prices will stay low."
Prices of raw sugar in
the Caribbean, which are
used as the world price,
averaged 6.8 cents per
pound in August. about
half what they were a
year earlier.
World raw sugar prices
averaged 16.9 cents per
pound in 1981 and 29 cents
in 1980.

Meters to be measured
FRANKFORT - All
farmers in the west Kentucky area are invited to
bring their moisture
meters in for testing at
the Department of
Agriculture's West Kentucky Office, according to
Agriculture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley

Measures.
The testing is absolutely free, Barkley. said.
"This is a good chance for
farmers to make sure
their meters are correct."
The testing will take
place Sept. 14-17, from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. including the lunch hour, at
the West Kentucky Office, 700 Jefferson.
Paducah.

Barkley said that
because of the corn
harvest, meters would be
tested using an official
corn sample supplied by
For more information,
the department's Divi- write or call the office at
sion of Weights and 502 444-8162.
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Jury rules shooting incident justified
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BOYD WEAR, publisher of Calloway Times,-e newspaper published in top photo, is shown working in the
print shop Wear was in theI)lastemploy
printing business most of his life and his
mentwas as a job printer for
The Ledger & Times, retiring about 1947. In the bottom photo are Elliott Wear, Boyd Wear and W.O. Wear in
the newspaper office which was in the Woodruff Theater Building. These pictures were supplied to the Murray Ledger & Times by Auburn Wells.

RUSSELLVILLE:, Ky..
AP — The Logan County Grand Jury says that a
Kentucky state trooper
was justified in the Aug.
28 shooting of a Nashville
man near Russellville.
Jeff Leon Walker was
shot by Kentucky State
Police Trooper 0.B.
White when he tried to
flee on foot after leading
police in Tennessee and
Kentucky on a car chase
reaching speeds of more
than 80 miles per hour.
Walker was indicted
Friday by the grand jury
on charges of first degree
wanton endangerment
and being a persistent
felon.
.The grand jury
finds that Trooper White
and officers of the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
City of Russellville and
the Logan County
Sheriff's Office all acted
properly when confronted
with the dangerous situa.tiff I .enn
tion rreated

Walker as he drove at a
high rate of speed on U.S.
79 in Logan County," according to the report
issued Friday.
The grand jury said
Walker put into motion
all of the events which led
to his being shot and that
the shooting was due solely to Walker's actions.
The grand jury said
tests made after the
shooting indicate Walker
had 2.4 times the amount
of alcohol in his blood
needed to be declared
legally intoxicated.
According to the
report, Walker's car had
been involved in collisions with other cars in
Montgomery County,
Tennessee, and Todd
County, Kentucky, and
had forced several
vehicles off U.S. 79 between Montgomery County and Russellville.
The grand jury said
Walker eluded a
roadblock set up by

wartungsshot, thy jurors
said. The jurors determined Walker turned and
made gestures, presumed by White and officers
at the scene to be
Walker was warned to threatening, and was
stop by officers who fired shot
Russellville police andi
Logan County sheriff's
deputies, wrecked his car
and then attempted to
run

More homeowners
using wood for heat
WASHINGTON Ap --The number of U.S.
households using wood as
their main heating fuel
has more than doubled in
two years. the Energy
Department says.
The department said
Monday that its latest
survey of residential
energy found wood was
the main heating fuel of
4.7 million households,
replacing liquid
petroleum gas as the
fourth most-used home
heating fuel.
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Natural gas remained
the most popular heating
fuel, favored by 55 percent of the nation's 81.6
million households,
followed by electricty, 18
percent, and fuel oil, 16
percent. Liquid
petroleum gas was
behind wood at 4.5 percent.
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peritx.1 from
April 1980 to March 1981,
found that wood was the
primary heating fuel in
almost 6 percent of the
nation's homes

Popular Florida professor smothered to death
GAINESVILLE, Fla.
1AP) — A popular
University of Florida
nutrition professor
smothered slowly under a
mask of canvas, bedding
and ice while his killers
apparently sat down to
eat a ritualistic feast and
watch him die, police
said.
Howard Appledorf, whc
drew controversy for his.
defense of "junk food,"
was found Sunday by officers responding to a
possible burglary at his
condominium.
At least three people
were wanted for questioning in the slaying, said
Detective Capt. R.B.
Ward, and police issued a
bulletin for Appledorf's
dark blue 1981 Pontiac
Firebird, missing from
the condominium near
the Florida campus, he
said.
The head of the 41-yearold bachelor was wrapped in canvas, with
sheets, a pillow and a bag

of ice tied over his face so was snubbed out on the
there "was no chance he professor's abdomen durcould breathe," Ward ing a "very slow and very
said.
painful" death. Ward
Food was smeared said.
about the apartment and
"Right now, we feel for
the word "murder" and some reason it's vin''redrum" were scrawled dictive, vengeful or some
on the walls, Ward said.
type of ritual," he said.
Noting that "redrum"
The body was draped in
— murder spelled a sheet. On top of the
backwards — was used items tied over Apby a child in a horror pledcirf's face was a
movie, Ward said: -Go small metal nameplate
watch the movie 'The inscribed with his name
Shining' and you'll see and university title.
what kind of crime we're . A neighbor in the conworking."
dominium complex spotAlso found were ted Appledorf's door open
apologetic notes and Sunday morning and callmessages including one ed police. Officers surthat "indicated rounded the apartment
something like 'Howard, and discovered the body.
we wish you were here,— A mark on Appledorf's
said IA. Larry Gabbard.
nose indicated he may
Ward said that while
the MIT-trained nutritionist lay dying on a
sofa, the assailants set
four plates, silverware,
wine and beer on the floor
around him and feasted.
At one point, a cigarette

have been hit when he
walked in the door, Ward
said.
Appledorf gained national attention with his
defense of food produced
by such chains such as
McDonald's and Kentucky Fried Chicken. One
of his courses was so
popular it was held in a
large auditorium, Martson said, although health
food enthusiasts questioned his declaration that
"there is no such thing as
junk food."
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A balanced and
regulated diet was the
bipis for good nutrition,
Appledorf said in appearances on several
television and radio talk
shows.
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Borowiak steals grid limelight
as Murray State's backup hero
By JIM ItEC1'01-{
SportsEditor
Mike Borowiak sat
almost isolated at his
locker, sitting quiet
amidst the swirl of swea,
Shouting teanunates,
well-wishers and
reporters.
An island of tranquility
in the sea of victory
celebration, the senior
from Nashville. Illinois,
appeared almost
overlooked.Almost.
Several handshakes
and "good jobs" found
their way to the reserve
signal caller, but not as
many as might be expected for a guy who had
stepped into a potential
stir* hole and come away
smelling like a rose.
Borowiak. pronounced
Bro-vee-ak, filled in for
Murray State's starter
Winston Ford, Saturday
night, and tom-

the Racers
the second half, salvaging a 16-6 victory over
visiting Southeast
Missouri.
Tied 6-6 at halftime,
Ford was sidelined with a
shoulder bruise I he is expected to be healed in
time for MSU's next
game Sept. 181, and the
quiet, curly-haired
reserve was given the goahead.
Without starting
tailback Monzelle Jefferson. out with a minor
ankle injury, Borowiak
operated the Racer offense the rest of the night.
Capitalizing on a possession deep in SEMO territory, Borowiak inched
the Racers forward to
where Jeff Lancaster
booted a 42-yard field
goal with 4:52 showing in
the third period.
Midway through the
fourth quarter. Borowiak

hooked ap +nal t lectfooted John Walsh on a
37-yard bomb and capped
a nine-play. 76-yard drive
with a 10-yard TD pass to
senior tailback Ellery
Moreland
The extra point kick by
Lancaster sealed
SEMO's fate and gave the
Racers a season-opening
celebration.
And yet, when the flood
of attention ebbed in the
Racer lockerroom. the attention swirled around
the quiet hero dressing
near the door.

trom the MS1 coaching
staff.
"We're pretty used to
Bro being in there," explained senior tackle Phil
Poirier. "Tonight it was a
matter of everybody getting used to everybody
else. We all made some
mistakes, but we were expecting some of that this being the first game
and all."
"We've all got a lot of
confidence in Mike's
ability," added offensive
coordinator Mike O'Cain._
''He had as good a
THREE BIG INDIANS -(Above) Racer quarterback Winston Ford runs upfield into a pack of Southeast
preseason as Mike Missouri defenders during Saturday's Murray State victory. Despite the 16-6 triumph for the host Racers,
But Borowiak has
Borowiak could have and Ford sat out the second half with a bruised shoulder. i Below) MSU team physician Dr. Hal Houston checks
grown used to the lack of
we had no qualms what- with the senior signal caller on the Racer bench.
attention on autumn
soever about putting him
Staff photos by Jim Rector
Saturday nights, having
in there tonight."
been first a wide receiver
So now, with the first for all He's done for this
when he came to Murray
win out of the way and the whole team and give
State four years ago, then
next game two weeks off, thanks for this win
he was switched to
the Racers will continue tonight.
quarterback as a
the season with two
SE Missouri-Murray 5Aata
sophomore.
quarterbacks tested SE Missoor
5J
0
Playing behind All0 6 3 7-16
under fire. Both showed Murray
SEM() Prestwuod 10 run trim loaOhio Valley Conference
leadership and ball- n!'
Gino Gibbs the past two
MUR - Moore]run kick failed
moving capabilities.
MUR - Fe: Lancaster 42
years and now behind
But will more of a
MUR - Moreland 10 pass from
Ford. Borowiak has
Lancaster kick
rivalry or non-playing Borowiak
A -10.500
learned to adjust to the
jealousy appear between
prospect of spending the
SF:MO Murr
the two proven corn- First Downs
IS
14
night on the sidelines,
. petitors?
Rushes-yards
30-1= 43-17
ever-ready' to play at a
Passtrig yards
ci
"I don't think so," Return yards
0
80
moment's notice.
answered Borowiak. Passes
1421-1 11-1:3-0
Punis
6-31
4-34
"Standing on the -Winston did a great job Fumbles-km(
2-1
1-1
sidelines I'm usually wat- in there tonight. We both Penalties-yank:
966
746
'31 OD ' 29 00
ching the defensive backs -respect each other and Time of poAsession
• • •
and linebackers and the we're really close
Individual Leaders
Rushing -Southeast Missouri
line on certain • plays. I friends. Before the game Johnson
10-57, Schafer 14-51 Murray
stay pretty close to the we wished • each other Moore 16-87. Jefferson 10-16
Passing -Southeast Missouri.
coaches and listen to the luck and we're both pull- Prestwood
1421-1 83 Murray. Borowisk
plays going in and I try to ing for each other when 643-051, Ford 910-0 29
Recen ing - Southeast Mrssourl
see things maybe they the other's playing.
Stewart 5-92. lane 2-14 Murray. Mout,
I . Murefind 1 in
"I just praise the Lord
aren't watching for
specifically ro I can help
with suggestions.
--Watching Gino and
Winston
Ford) I've
learned quite a lot,"
Borowiak said.
With his speech inTonight begins the visiting Southeast
terspersed with polite,
"Yessirs,- humble weekly Racer Club din- Missouri. MSU players of
•lhank yous" and an oc- ner meetings with the the week will be introduccIssional infectious grin, first location being the ed and club members and
Borowiak described his Seven-Seas Restaurant their guests are invited to
experience of stepping in- on Highway 641-North.
attend.
to a nail-biting spot.
The meeting begins at 6
Murray State football p.m.
"I was ready to play
tonight, but I guess I was coach Frank Beamer will
The next meeting will
a little jittery at first. I review a highlight tape of be Monday, Sept. 20,
overthrew John ( Walsh ) Saturday's game bet- following the MSUa couple of times, but ween the Racers anti Central Missouri game.
then I calmed down a litAIRING IT OUT - Reserve quarterback Mike
tle."
Borowiak filled in for the injured Winston Ford,
Aiding him in his time
Saturday, and promptly proved he had an arm for
of need was the solid supthe bomb as well. Borowiak connected on a 37-yard
Port of the Racer offenbomb to John Walsh to set up Murray State's second '
sive line in front and the
touchdown.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
backing of confidence By The Associated Press couple of weeks
ago and begin with between
with Curt Warner gaining and ran 3 yards for
College football's last the prognosis was that he
seventh-ranked Georgia just 49 on 13 carries. But another as Missouri
turntwo national titlists would miss about three
and No. 11 Clemson. Two Blackledge became the ed back stubborn Colsquare off tonight - just weeks.
years ago, Clemson had third Nittany Lion orado State 28-14.
as they did in 1980 and
That period won't be up the best of the statistics,
quarterback to throw
Three touchdowns by
1981, when Clemson's until next Saturday, but
but Georgia won the four touchdown passes in sophomore tailback
Greg
defending champion Coach Vince Dooley has
game 20-16 en route to its a game,firing 40 yards to Allen helped Florida
Tigers visit the Georgia said that Walker will suit
first national champion- Warner,. 31 to Kevin State outlast Cincinnati
Bulldogs. And the big up tonight in his familiar
ship. Last year, the Baugh and 16 and 4 yards 38-31, John Bond's 229
question on everyone's No.34 just to make an apBulldogs committed nine to Jon Williams.
passing yards paced
mind - the outcome of pearance for the ABC-TV
turnovers and Walker
Mississippi State over
the game has almost cameras, which will
was held to 111 yards, his
Duke upset Tennessee Tulane 30-21. Andre
become secondary - is beam the game nationalregular-season low, as 25-24 on Joel Blunk's 13- Thomas rushed for 167
will Herschel Walker ly. Walker, however, says
the Tigers prevailed 13-3 yard run and John yards as Mississippi
beat
play?
that if suits up, he will and went on to their first
Tolish's conversion with Memphis State 27-10,
Walker, Georgia's two- play. This could turn into
title.
10:31
left.
Backup Harry Skipper raced 100
time All-America a better drama than some
Four other members of quarterback Marlon yards with a fumble as
tailback, suffered a of those Monday' afterThe Associated Press Adler passed for 219 South Carolina pounded
broken thumb in a noon soap operas.
preseason Top Twenty yards and one touchdown Pacific 41-6.
preseason scrimmage a
There is no love lost to were in action over the
weekend as the 1982
season began. Sixteenthranked Florida rallied to
defeat No.15 Miami 17-14
when fullback James
Jones made a tumbling,
one-handed grab of
Wayne Peace's 17-yard
pass with 1:48 remaining.
Todd Blackledge threw
four touchdown passes as
eighth-ranked Penn State
defeated Temple 31-14
and No.19 Arizona State
whipped Oregon 34-3 as
Willie Green returned an
interception 43 yards to
set up one touchdown and
The lOth of each month is a very important date to
Mitch Callahan
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your Payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
recovered an fumble by
their bill
Oregon quarterback
Kevin I.usk in the end
You see these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
zone for another.
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
Elsewhere, • Jackie
delivery rate When you don t pay them by the 10th
Sherrill's Texas A&M
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
coaching debut was ruinup the difference
ed by Boston College 38Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
16, while Northwestern
• each month They depend on you to write their play
stretched its record loschecks
COMM
,
ing string to 32 games.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
•
your carrier
bowing to.Illinois 49-13..
MOMENTARY
TD
Racer
receiver John Wash
•
Penn State managed had a touchdown in his grasp on this
So paying by Tail is a simple way to,avoid getting
pass near the
caught without. the right change and you avoid the
only 100 yards on • the Southeast Missouri "goal line
but the ball got
bother of monthly collections
ground against Temple -- away. He made up for the
a
mishandled pass later
A
the 10th-lowest total since when he caught a 37-yard bomb from
Mike
200 E Mc
Joe Paterno became Borowiak to set up the Racers'second touchdown
753 8201
Mr
of
coach 17 years ago - the night
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Aging Nastase strong in U.S. Open

Times

Overlooked Vilas advances;Purcell out
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — To
Guillermo Vitas, being
the fourth-best men's tennis player in the world
isn't so bad -- except if
people keep overlooking
you.
Unfortunately for the
left-hander from Argentina, that's exactly
what's been happening to
him, even though he's in
the midst of one of his
finest years.
-I've never had a bad
year, really," Vilas said
Sunday after beating
qualifier Mike DePalmer
6-3, 7-5, 4-6, 6-1 in the third
round of the $1.5 million
U.S. Open. -Last year
was the only one I didn't
win a major but I was in
12 finals and won three.
I've won six times this
year.

MISHMAMM2

of Southeast
host Racers,
uston checks
y Jim Rector

OPEN AND SHUT — Murray tennis pro Mel Purcell lasted until Sunday's
round of the U.S. Open Tennis Tournament before being ousted by No.12 seeded
Steve Denton of New Zealand. The match lasted five sets with Purcell finally
eliminated, 4-6, 6-2, 3-6,6-3.6-3.
AP Laserphoto

1

While Vilas was doing
as expected, 36-year-old
the Nastase of Romania
was springing a surprise.
Nastase's game has been
on the decline recently
but the "Clown Prince of
Tennis" found enough in
reserve to outlast lathseeded Johan Kriek of
South Africa 4-6, 7-6 (7-2),
6-7 ( 8-10.6-3,6-2.
Most of the complaining in the 3-hour, 25minute match was done
by Kriek, who was
especially annoyed by the
use of a computer to call
service lines. Kriek also
told Nastase on a few oc-

casions to stop stalling
"I'm 36 years old and It
takes me a while to get
from one end of the
court
to the other,"
Nastase answered at one
point. At match point, he
swore at a lineswoman
for her call on a Kriek
serve. Several hours later
it was announced he'd
been fined $1,000 for that.
The seesaw match included a wild second set
in which Nastase won the
first five games, only to
lose the next six. He
rallied to force the
tiebreaker, which he eased through.
Three-time defending
championJohn McEnroe,
the men's top seed
manhandled Vince Van
Patten 6-3, 6-2, 6-3, while
No. 2 Jimmy Connors
took 18-year-old Jirnm.
Arias 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 in
night match. Connors
next meets Nastase.
Eliot Teltscher, seeded
eighth, advanced with a
4-6, 7-5, 6-3, 6-0 triumph
over Chris Lewis of New
Zealand. No. 12 Steve
Denton beat Mel Purcell
of Murray, Ky., 4-6, 6-2, 36,6-3, 6-3.
Seeded women to advance included Chris
Evert Lloyd, the women's
No. 2 seed, who fought off
a touch of food poisoning
to defeat Kate Latham 62, 6-1. Earlier in the day,
Lloyd — who became ill
after eating some
cheesecake — sought a
postponement of her

LAKER HARRIERS — 11111F414
Members of the 1982
111
Calloway County cross
country team include
( front row, from left)
manager Kelly Jameson,
Timmy Manning, Mark
Thorn, Tim Armstrong,
Jamie Armstrong, Rick
Henninger, Joe Pierceall,
Mark Charlton, manager
Deanna Garland, (back
row, from left I Mike
Holloway, Kenny Wyatt,
Mark Thorn, Herlie
Chadwick, Mike Harlan,
Mike Wicker, Paul
Vought, Barry Knight
and coach Jim Nix.

1 yards for
lissouri turnlubborn Col-

ichdowns by
ailback Greg
ied Florida
it Cincinnati
Bond's 229
srds paced
State over
-21, Andre
Med for 167
isissippi beat
State 27-10,
per raced 100
a fumble as
ma pounded

BROOKLINE, Mass.
(API — As a student at
Wake Forest, Jay Sigel
considered a career as a
pro golfer. A wrist injury
shattered that dream and
today, just a couple of
months shy of his 39th birthday, he's happy as an
amateur champion.
Sigel, a Philadelphia insurance broker, ended 20
years of frustration and a
10-year reign by collegians Sunday as he won
the 82nd U.S. Amateur
golf championship with
an 8-and-7 victory over
young longshot David
Tolley at The Country
Club.
"Arnold Palmer convinced me to go to Wake
Forest and told me to talk
to him when I decided to
turn pro. Then I tore up
my left hand wrist in a
glass door accident. That
ended my thought of trying to the pro tour, It was
a blessing in disguise. I
was about 99 percent sure
I made the right decision.
Now I'm 199 percent
sure,"Sigel said after
becoming the oldest national amateur champion
since William Campbell
won at the age of 41 in
1964.
Sigel played in his first
U.S. Amateur in 1962,
while still ifrtollege. He
made 14 more trips to tile

John Watsh
ss near the
le ball got
pass later
rom Mike
uchdown of
Jim Rector

753-1331
Pestle: sd

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

national event, reaching
the semifinal round in
1977, before checking into
The Country Club for the
start of a 36-hole qualifying medal test last Tuesday.
The experienced
veteran, whose championships include the
British Amateur in 1979
and the Pennsylvania
amateur 11 times, made
the cut easily to the round
of 64 for match play. Then
he shot down five young
rivals for the U.S. championship.
-I wanted the championship so badly, never
having made the finals
before but coming close
in 1977, that I was nearly
sick to my stomach," he
said. "This week
everything fell into place.Winning the national
amateur, I may retire
and take up fishing —.but
I don't think so."
Sigel, an experienced

veteran of pressure golf,
has won nine matches
without defeat as a U.S.
Walker Cup player since
1977. But he had butterflies in meeting Tolley
for the first time. Tolley,
a 22-year-old South
Carolina student from

Roanoke, Va., arrived as
a virtual unknown, seeking only to qualify to
match play.
"I got off to a bad start
and that made my nerves
even worse," Sigel said,
"I felt fortunate to be

Lonnie Smith ties stolen base mark
in Cardinals' 5-4 loss to SF Giants
SAN FRANCISCO times to help the CarAPI — Jack Clark's dinals take a 4-2 lead into
three-run homer with two the bottom of the ninth.
outs in the bottom of the
But pinch-batter Jeff
ninth inning lifted the San Leonard triggered the
Franciso Giants to a 5-4 winning rally with a onevictory over St. Louis on out single off Doug Bair
Saturday night, overcom- and Joe Morgan greeted
ing a record-setting per- reliever Jim Kaat with a
formance by the Car- single to left.
dinals' Lonnie Smith.
Bruce Sutter, 8-8, who
Smith, who reached was beaten by the Giants
base five straight times, , Friday night, took over
stole five bases to tie a and retired Chili Davis on
modern National League a grounder to first as the
record. He scored three runners advanced.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Super Sport • •

753-9998

Clark then hit the first
pitch over the fence in
left-center for his 24th
homer of the year and
19th game-wining run
batted in, tops in the National League.
Smith's - steals tied the
modern NI. record set by
Dave Lopes in 1974. Eddie
Collins of the
Philadelphia Athletics set
the major league when he
twice stole six bases i
games in 1912.

WELCOME WAGON
HAS USEFUL
'7
GIFTS AND
HELPFUL
INFORMATION
•N_'\,
FOR YOU...
ALL FREE'
t

2-Tone Blue, Roils, Rally Wheels. PS., P.B
Air. Tilt, Cruise, AM-FM. Cossett.

CHEVROLET

even after the first nine
holes. Then I sank a 4-foot
putt for a birdie and that
seemed to turn things
around. Until then I really wasn't playing defensively, I was just playing
lousy. Then I got things
going."

753,2617
, . 641 S.
Mur;oy
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JUST ENGAGED?
NEW PARENT?
MOVED?
yiso s a friendly way to get answers to
where-to-find questions about our town and
_available goods ind services Local, stores
are anxious to help too and have giftSfor you
when you s

HOSTESS

Mary
Hamilton
Asst,
753 5 510

.Kathryn-Outland
753-3079

Ingeborq
king
Aug.
II2.83'4

•

lc.,

Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Major League Baseball
AMER/CAN LEAGUE.
Eastern Diatom
W L Pet
Milwaukee
81 55
596
Baltimore
76 58
567
Host.
76 59
563
Detroit
es fis
515
New York
69 65
515
Cleveland
64 69
481
Toronto
02 75
452
WisMrit Division
Kansas City
78 58
574
California
76 60
559
Clucago
72 6.3
513
Seattle
63 72
467
Oakland
59 78
431
Texas
53 82
392
Minnesota
48 117
355
Saturday's Game.
Seattle t Boston 3
Cleveland 4. Toronto 3
Oakland 4, Detrod 1
New York 3 Kansas City. 2
Baltimore 3. Minnesota 0
Iwsukee I. California 2
Chicago 4, Texas 0
• Sunday'.Games
Detroit 8 Oakland 1
Toronto 6. Cleveland 5
Baltimore 5. MilanellOte 4
Boston 6,Seattle 5.10 innings
Texas 10, Chicago 7
Milwaukee 8. California 5
Nes, York It, Kansas City. 7

friflOIER

DWAIN TAYLOR
0117gbh/t/S

AUTO
LAUNDRY

GB
4
4'.
11
11
IS,
19'2

2
5,2
14'2
19'2
24'2
29'1

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Lunen.Dorman
W L Pet
St Lams
76 59
563
Philadelphia
76 60
559
Montreal
73 63
537
Pittsburgh
72 64
529
Ctucago
60 27
430
Nest York
53 II
3%
Western Minion
Atlanta
76 60
559
Las Angel.
75 62
547
San Mego
71 66
518
San Francisco 69 67
507
Houston
43 73
463
Cincumati
52 64
362

GB
i
3/
4.1
17
Zr,
1,
5'2
II
14
25

Ssbarelsy's Garb=
Philadelplua A Ho.ton 2
Montreal 4. Atlanta 1
New York 1, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh . Los Angeles 0
San Diego 4, Chicago 1
San Francisco 5, Si lavas 4
Sunday's Gamma
Montreal 2, Atlanta 1

New York 10 Coo-,mat,?
Philadelphia 4. Ho.ton 3
Los Angeles 2, Pittsbuigh 1. 10 int,
0W1
C1ucago 5,San Diego 1
San Franciaco 5 Si laws 1
Woodsy's Gimes
Philadelphia , Krukow 12-8
Chicago Bird
'
New York • Falmne 7-4, at Pittsburg
Rhoden 6.12,
Montreal . Gullickson 10-10 , at St
Louts Andussr 10-10 .. n •
Los Angeles 'Rests, 13-10. at .r.
nab ,Soto41•10 n
San Frastisro • Laskey 111-10 • a
ma Can.11-71,
San Diego
Montefusco 9-9. a'
Houston Rutile 7-11 I. n •
Tuaday'a Goings
Philadelphia at Chicago
New York at Pittsburgh 7
is Angeles at Cant-inn,
San Francisco at Atlanta
Montreal al St Louts. n
San Dvego at Houston, n

College Football
EAST
Maine 38. Howard U 15
Penn St 31 Temple 14
Slippery Rock 21, West Liberty 8

S. Mississippi 45. NE Louisiana 27
Southern 17 4, Bethune-Cookmn 10
Tennessee Tech 14, E Tennessee St
Virginia Tech 20, Richmond 9
•
Wake Forest 31.W Carolina 10
SCIDIVEXIT
Akron 20, Youngstown Si 19
Bowling Green 40. Ohio If 0
Cent Michigan 35. Indiana St 10
Illinois 49, Northwestern 13
Lincoln 12. Kentucky St 7
%mann 711. Colorado St 14
N Dakota 7, Puget Sound 3
N Dakota St M.5 Michigan 3
Toledo 9, N Illinois 3
Wichita St 51, Musoun-Rolla 14
SOUTHWEST
Abilene Christian 33, W Texas St 29
Baylor 21. N Texas St 17
Boston College W. Texas 0,0.34 16
E New Mexico 19. Adarns St 17
Tulsa 35. Air Force 17
FAR WEST
Aritona St 34. Oregon 3
Fullerton St '19. N Anion& 15
New Mexico 41. Wyoming 33
Texas-El Paso 70, New Mexico St 17
Utah 30 Montana St 12

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

1981 Chevy Elcamino
Handpamted
Factory &
Custom

SCOREBOARD

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

PINSTRIPING
•

trouble with Andrea by 20-year-old Stanford
Ternesvari of Hungary,6- junior Elise Burgin, 7-6
3, 6-2, No 6 Wendy Turn- 7-41, 7-6 17-41; No. 13
bull of Australia struggl- Kathy Rinaldi defeated
ed to overcome West Ger- Duk Hee Lee of Korea, 6many's Claudia Kohde, 7- 2, 6-1, and 16th seed Zina
5, 5-7, 6-3. ninth-seeded Garrison downed
Bettina Bunge was upset Heather Crowe,6-2, 7-5.

Monday's Games
Flaltsmore McGregor 12-12 , at New
SOUTH
York i Righetti 8.7.
Delta St 16, Liberty Baptist 13
Boston I Denman 2-1 at Cleveland
Duke M.Tennessee 24
(Sorensen 10.11'
E Kentucky 28.S Carolina St IS
Detroit , Wilcox 9-71 at Milwaukee
Florida 17. Miami. Fla 14
Medich 10.11 ,
Florida Si 33. Cincinnati 31
Clu.go Ko.man 741 at California
Georgetown. Ky 21, W Virginia Tech
Forsch 11-101
17
Toronto ,Stiela 13.I3, at Oakland
Gramblmg St 42. Morgan St 13
'Kuigman 3-10.
Jackson St 21. Alabama St 7
Minnesota i Havens 8-11 and Williams
Louisville 20, W Kentucky 10
541 at Texas
Hough 12-11 and
Marshall 30. Kmt St 21
Smtthson 1-1 •
McNeese St 42. Texas Alt 21
Kansas City Black 4-51 at Seattle
Mississippi 77. Memphis St 10
. Bannister 11-10 n
Musissappi St. 10. Tula.21
TuasdayliGsMos
Murray St M.SE Missouri 6
Boston at Cleveland, 01
New Hampshire M.James Madison 6
Baltimore at New York.'C.
Norfolk St 21St Paul's 0
Minnesota at Texas, n
N Alabama 17,SW Missoun 3
Detroit at Milwaukee. ,
N C Central 42. Livingstone 19
Chicago at California
N Carolina St M.Furman 0
Toronto at Oakland, 1.
NW Louisiana 24, Mississippi Col 20
Kansas City at Seattle. n
S Carolina 41, Pacific U

Sigel conquers wrist injury to win U.S.Amateur

ay?

match but the request
was denied by tournament officials. She said
she didn't expect to get
the delay. anyway
In other women's action, fourth-seeded Andrea Jaeger had little

753-7362
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Theatre director presents papers
Dr Mark MallnaUskas,
director of theatre and
associate professor of
speech and theatre at
Murray State University
recently delivered two
papers at the national
convention of the
American Theatre
Association in New York
City.
Malinauskas also served as chairman of a panel
which addressed the
issues of theatre meeting
the cultural needs of the
university community
while providing an entertainment outlet for the
greater population base.
One of the papers
Malinauskas delivered
was titled To Be Young.
Gifted and Out of Work."
In it, he discussed
strategierr liberal arts
majors should employ in
seeking entry into the
--

*atrial of business and industry He stressed .the
unportance of completing
a personal assessment
and of taking a personal
inventory to discover
strengths and interests.
Malinauskas indicated
it was important to
research the firms which
mayr provide possible
employment. He concluded his presentation by
giving tips on the
methods of writing action
resumes which are
tailored to fit individual
job openings.
His other paper. titled
-Choosing a Season of
Four-Year Plan." dealt
with the objectives of a
theatre program at a
liberal arts institution. It
asks two questions -What are the needs fulfilled by th-e-r:theatre
operatinsf at the

academic level'" and
What relationship does
this theatre have to his
conummity- The paper
also calls for production
of more new scripts by
new playwrights.
Susan Stone of the
Ford-Stone Employment
Agency in New York wivamong the panel _participants, along with Day.
Merrill. vice president of
Mainstream - Access, a
consulting firm.
During the meeting,
Malinauskas was
selected to conduct a
survey of education institutions reviewing the
granting of academic
credit and release time
for faculty in theatre programs. He will report his
findings at the next national meeting of the
American Theatre
Association.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
'ACROSS
1 Welcome
6 Engine
11 Motion picture
12 Malagas
14 Note of scale
15 Citrus fruit
1' Transported
with delight
18 Number
20 Doctrine
23 Game at
cards
24 Play the lead
26 Denude
28 Conjuction

29 Chemical
compound
31 Went in
33 Without end
35 Wild plum

36 Renounces
39 Finished
42 At home
43 Tardier
45 Ivy League
school
46 Munched
48 Social outcast
50 King Cole
51 Weary
53 South African
Dutch

3 Moray
4 Send forth

A
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19

5

7

9

13
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17

23

31

32

39

36
44
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40 41

45
49
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28

35

43
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10

12

27

34

47

8

21 22

36 37

46

dess

54 Young one
57 Compass pt
58 GI green
60 - Olde
Shoppe

26
30

mess-

6

20
25

42

52 Dawn god-

38 Clan
40 Click beetle
41 Hinder
44 Harvests
47 Goddess of
discord
49 Unusual

33

Symbol
56 Melodious
59"Supplication
61 Ancient chariot
62 Passover

E

UUUUU
15
16

55 Tellurium

DOWN
1 San Francisco team
2 Dr s helper

A

2 3 4

24

N1 husband is
from a tiireign Lountrv is here it is at'l tillable to visit people
in their homes uninvited and unannounced, and even to
stay overnight or for an entire weekend...
)You replied: "Lwould like to know in which country (since
the invention of the telephone) is it acceptable to drop in
uninvited and unannounced for the weekend?"
Abby. your ethnocentrism is showing! In most of the
world it is acceptable for family and friends to visit
unannounced. My husband is from India. where visitors can
arnve anytime.
Friends from northern England practice this custom, too.
In fact, calling ahead is considered very formal, and a
deliberate act to remove one's self from the intimate family
circle.

My husband's family lives in New Delhi, India, where
telephones are a luxury and not easily acquired. Last year
my in-laws got a telephone after waiting for over 10 years.
The average wait is from 10 to Li years.)
The difference in attitudes concerning-drop-in visitors is a
commun conflict between Americans and foreigners. The
explanation lies more in the cultural differences than in
the personal.
PENELOPE -C. SONDHI. LINCOLN, NEB.

50
54

59

-60
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55
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61
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DEAR ABBY."Depressed in New Orleans- wrote that she
and her husband and their two little girls wen- at the beach
when two couples parked themsetves nearby and started
using the filthiest language imaginable. She said she lost all
respect for her husband because he sat there like a mouse
instead of telling those filthy-mouthed strangers to clean up
their language.
Your answer was perfect. You said, "Would you have
respected your husband more if he had taken them on and
been beaten (or worse) in the presence of your children?
Furthermore, these days you never know who is 'high' on
what, or if a switchblade, gun or lead pipe will be used to
settle an argument.The very same thing happened to me and my family three
years ago on July Fourth. My husband was knifed to death
in front of me and my kids because I nagged him into going
over to two dope addicts and asking them to show some
respect.
Had I kept my mouth shut, my husband would be alive
today. Now I am a widow with four kids. Howl wish I had a
"cowardly- husband to cook and wash for, and pay the bills.
Please print this, Abby.
MRS. FOSTER GRANT, ELIZABETH CITY. N.C.

I'M GOING TO ASK
FOR MY MONEY
BACK ON THIS
NEW DOLL

. CLEVELAND tAP
Chessie System
Railroads said Friday
that it would close its 75year-old locomotive shop
at Glenwood, Pa., in
December.
The company said the
closing will affect 99
'employees. Of those, 35
will be offered jobs in
Chessie shops in Huntington. W.Va., and 12
others will be offered jobs
' at the Family Lines Rail
System shop in
Louisville, Ky.
The shop in the Pittsburgh suburb has been
used to rebuild
locomotive generators
and engines in recent
years, Chessie said. The
activities will be transferred to other shops with
more modern facilities
and machinery in early
December, the company
said.

•••

If you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet on
letter-writing. Send $2 and a long. stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Your Individual
Horoscope

THE CLERK
SAID IT TALKS
AND CRIES--

AND SLEEPS--

E'k

7
)e

1\7

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
I Mar.21 to Apr. 19
You'll meet with more than
one temptatidn tt overspend.
What's more, a -close tie also
has spendthrift ways. Try to
cut costs.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20. to May 20
A loved one is in good
spirits, but may not fulfill promises. Your moods are
changeable, which somewhat
limits your effectivenes.s.

eri-4

BUT HE DIDN'T SAY IT SNORES

LISTEN TO T(-4AT
RUMBLING SOUND'
HUNDREDS OF
MEN ALL
RUNNING!
IV

...TNE
OTHER
WAY

'AMER
2. Notice

I've BEEN WOQK1NG
ON 71-IAT ALL
MOONING

THE SINK

NO AN
EY,CUSE

SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov.21) /71
4
C.
You're in a generous mood,
but you may feel that someone
you like has Unposed on that
generosity. Watch extravagant moves.
SAGITTARIUS
...600.
Nov.22 to Dec. 21 )
A change in appointments
could throw you off schedule,
and you have difficulty in getting back to current tasks.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
Watch overdoing when,
socializing, as you could
become indiscreet. Stay clear
of risky attachments with people already committed to
others.
AQUARIUS
IJan. 20 to Feb. 18
You have a domestic plan,
but interruptions today could
interfere with its realization.
Don't let salesmen sell you a
bill of goods.
PISCES
) Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Carelessness could lead to
mistakes in judgment. Don't
skim over the fine print and be
skeptical about proposals
made now.
YOU BORN TODAY have
an analytical mentality with
strong philosophical leanings.
You may be drawn to law, at
which you'll enjoy unusual
success. Education, science,
research, criticism and
teaching may also appeal to
you. You're blessed with
writing ability and can commercialize your creative gifts..
You're somewhat of a loner,
and prefer to do things
yourself rather thal.1 a partnership In business, you may
have marked success in bank-..
ing-.-and-4•okerage. Architecture, anthropology, acting,
film, music and religion are
other possible vocations_ Birthdate of- Peter lawford, actor; Ella Kazan, director; and
Taylor Caldwell, writer

9-6

LL SPEAK
TO 'THE
PRINCE,

REX

LEAVE NOw ?
JU97' WHEN I'VE
FOUND HIM 7 NO
:
. }

HOW MUCH LONGER 00 I HAVE e
A PEW MON TI-15 ? A YEAR OR 5
0?
.
I'VE BEEN ALONE LONG ENOuGe-i;
I WANT REX„ HERE „.

•

•
ae

2. Notice

Used 5
aquarium
759 9223 or
Want to bi
753 7528
Want to
highchair
dition Call

The Bargains You
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times

15. Articles

23in. consc
t.v. $200. 75
Antique J
desk $8
country

753-19
Apple Tree School pro
vides quality child care
with educational pro
grams. Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 25. The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern and
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
qualified personnel
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr

45 Automatic
World War II 45
automatic with stag
handles, and holster
excellent condition.
Best offer. No phone
calls please.

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
NOTICE
For your convenience lir',
Seiter from our Sales Dept
will be it our showroom
from 6:30 PM to 11,00 PM
an Mondays,. Teesilay,
Thursdays and frklays.
PURDOMS, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC. CADILLAC
486W. Mein
753.1315
M & G Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
Of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows. storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door •
glass M 8. G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd 7530180 or 753 2798

MEN-WOMEN
SALES MINE!
11•Ip eneretic children
unlimited leads travel work
hard end nvel• 875.000 to
540,000 a year COMMIS
B...., Call 600 176 4175 or
800 876 4816

Hare 5 minutes' Coll
759-4444 for on inspirational messageio
brighten Our day.
Children s tope 7514445'.

Lyndia Cs
and Gym
further
telephone 7
Piano Les
5 6 year c
Limited
Beginners.
Greer 759 4

14. Want to

uod, You Won't
Believe

GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Escapist tendencies prevail.
In addition, you may be uncertain about your feelings
toward a loved one. Watch rationalizations.
CANCER
) June 21 to July 22 19(:)
Your social schedule is
busy, but this may be away to
avoid certain obligations.
Distraction must be replaced
with self-discipline.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221 4.124 C
You'll hear some unrealistic
business propositions. The erratic behavior of a loved one
may interfere with your ability to concentrate.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept. 22
A relative's behavior runs
counter to your ethics. Your
tendency is to exaggerate or to
make promises you won't be
able to meet.
LIBRA
Sept. 22to Oct. 22)It's a poor time to finalize
financial agreements. Not all
the facts are in for you to
make a correct decision. Be
patient.

-.414

UNCLE
WALKER!*

9, Situation

11. Instruct

oo.' only.,smote Syndicate
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TOMORROW IS THE FIRST
PAY OF SCHOOL y

DAGWOOD
i-4AVEN'T
YOU PIXED
SINK YET 7/

Respiratt
Technicia
salary i
package

Shop to close

36 Lasso
37 All
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Unannounced Visitors
Hail
From ,Abroad
DEAR AtilY,

14.:Ali ABBY: I feel terrible. School is starting soon and I

27 Flower
30 Royal
32 Fort feature
34 Nerve network

I

By Abigail Van Buren

•••

22 Name
25 Carouse

1

6, Help Wa
Now nir
faces Ap
now be i ni
full and
employ mu
Mart Foics
Hwy 641 in

DEAR SCARED: No one is a "failure" because he
stumbled once. Consider this a valuable learning
experience. And the kids who would tease you or pick
on you aren't worth worrying about. Cive it all
you've got, hang in there and don't be ashamed of
having failed. If you've learned something from the
experience, it's a victory.

am/

DEAR PENELOPE: Sorry I exposed my "ethnocentrism" (the attitude that one's own culture is
superior), but since it evoked your illuminating and
informative letter, it was worth it.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

5 Domesticates
6 Magnesium
symbol
7 Conjunction
.8 Old Salt
9 Gemstone
10 Rest
11 Near
13 Remained
erect
16 Grafted in
heraldry
19 Consumed
2 1 Sea eagles

tailed in% grade. so lilt. ri Iltn graile again this sear That
means I woo t u. dtilt• I, giatillath a ii, in'. rlass I failed
because rn) grades were prior and I missed too much school
This year I plan to do better Abby, hovs.am I going to
face
my friends and the other kids when they start picking on meand teat:fag me' I fe:el bad enough as it is What should I
say' How should I act
A FAILURF: AND SCARE:ii

$85; dome

Copying of opal
.
1 1 photographs is a in
Ill specialty at:
gi CARTER STUDIO
al 300 Main 753 8298
3. Card of Thanks
CARD Of
THANKS
The lamily of Anna Morris
wish to flunk everyone for
the many flowers calls and
thoughtfulness shown to
them during their lime of
sorrow We deeply ap
preciale the kind words of
Rev Warlord and the
cooperalton of the Max
Churchill funeral home
•
6. Help Wanted
Aggressive, ambitious
career minded person,
for sales in Murray.
College degree required. Excellent in
come potential on
limited bonus. Corn
pan'.' car program No
travel. All fringe ben
efits. Call 759 9480 or
send resume to Gregory
H
Vincent Regional
Director PO Box 2116
Owensboro, Ky 42302.
Career opportunity for
homemakers. Nations
number one toy and gift
party program, now
taking applications for
demonstrators. Be your
own boss, set your own
hours
Now thru December
Excellent in
come, absolutely no

investment

boo twin s
540, barn!)
ceramic
gray $20
Mexican
chairs $40. ;
For sale
condition,
refrigerat
color $
-753-1222, t
6620.
GE Mic
months ol
Call 753 416
Kenmore
dryer $125,
go-cart S12
185 $125. Ca
T RS-80 ci
sale. 161
759 1049. •
Used fob
345 2861

16. Home Fi
For sale s
753 6091 aft
Good 3 c
cheap Car
College Fe
call 753 321/
Montgome
cycle wash
heavy Out
used 1 mi
after 4p m.
One love
couch, 1 co
in excellen
753 8950 aft

Free train

ihg and supplies, use of
$300 sample kit Can be
yours free
Call
759 4807.
Legal secretary experience preferred.
'Send resume to PO Box
266 Murray, Ky. 42071.
Money Fun Travel
Tried of the same dailey
routine? Don't ju st
dream about traveling!
Do it! Now hiring 3 guys
and 3 gals, 16 and over
for, immediate em
ployment 3 weeks

training program, and
expenses furnished.
Those not enthusiastic
and positive need not
apply! For interview

see Cindy, Tues. only.

Eagle Inn from 12:00
noon 6.00p m. No phone
calls, please
Parents
welcome at interview
RN or LPN position

available full time 8b' part time for 3 11 shift.
Working Mon. Fri. with .
every Weekend off.
interested
P
should apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
Indiana. Mayfield
or call 247 0200

Ky

POR1

P t41. II I IIF 111 H It s . At

WIN.11H jI

.. MI,1.1%

liriilxer fi 1982

L

6. Help Wanted
Now hiring smiling
faces Applications are
now being accepted for
full and part time
employment at Mini?
Mart Food's, located on
Hwy 641 in Murray, Ky.
Respiratory Therapy
Technician competitive
salary and benefit
package
Only ex
Per iericed or school
trained persons need
apply
Contact Per
sonnel Director
Murray Calloway Co
Hosp 803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky
42071
Telephone 502 753 5131.
Surgical Technician
Experienced in surgery
preferred: some health
care background re
(wired. Duties will in
crude assisting in surg
cry, in the office, and on
hospital rounds. Posi
?ion does require on call
rotation for nights,
week ends, and
holidays. Neat appear
ance and ability to
communicate well with
people a plus
Send
letter stating
qualifications, ex
perience, and re
ferences to; Cape
.Girardeati Surgical
Clinic Inc. CO Doctors
Park Cape Girardeau,
Mo 63701. Attn: Rodney
Waddle.

11. Sewing Machines
For sale
$200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet Special ZigZag
with 8 fashion discs All
other attachments in
:luded Like new
753
7217 after Sp m

19. Farm Equipment
12ft All steel bed with 3
ft grain sides for 1 or I
2 ton truck 753 3134
1982 John Deere garden
tractor 17hp with some
equipment $3000
Call
436 2540
660 Case combine with
corn and bean table for
Good condition
sale
753 4936

20. Sports Equipment
12 gauge pump
Westernfield and skeet
thrower. Both in good
conditioh. Call 753 0519
after 5 30p m.
30 06 Browning Grade
II, with Redkeld scope
and sling S575 Model
1100 Remington 28in.
full choke with silver
inlay $250. Both like
new! 753 9773,

22. Musical

31E
11 1E

24. Miscellaneous

13. Rooms for Rent

Looking for a oargain ir
todays Market, Therc
is plenty around But
before yOu make your
final choice, look at this
-.3 bedroom home,
located in Hazel
Re
duced to 511.500 older
One bearoom un
home with that certain
furnished house $65 plus charm
Call Spann
deposit at Coldwater I Realty Assoc 753 772.1
or 1 people 489 2267 No
pets
Commerchal Property
Six year old 3 bedroom
in Coldwater -- has
near Kea Lake Resort
Carpeted, AC, water
I possibiliti
.
es.
furnished. $ 195
Service station, store,
442 5647
clean-up shop.
Unfurnished two bed
512,000.
room all electric home
$160 a month, $100
Call US AT
deposit
753 9829 after
/53 4000., 480 2766
5p m

sft
a 811
Flashing Doe room efficiency $95
arrow sign Must sell month plus deposit Call
after sp m 753 4793
Sacrifice SO2 529 2721
Firewood cut to order
$25
per rick
Cali
436 2292
KEROSENE
HEATERS
Buy now
and save! 6800 BTU,
$119 99
9000 BTU.
$149 99. 9300 BTU
5t7999. 9300 BTU with
fan, $21299. 11,500
BTU. $179 99, 19,500
BTU, $219 99
Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn
MEC 650 reloader 20
gauge like new, very
reasonable
Call 753
6491
Non glare glass for your
pictures, cut to size
Murray Lumber Co 104
Maple 753 3161
OREGON SAW chains,
lis" pitch for 16" bar,
$799. 20" 5899.Walla:,
Hardware Paris, Tenn
Stepping stones rounc
and square also splasr
blocks. Murray Lumber
Co 104 Maple 753 3161

21. Mobile Home Sales

34. Housesfor Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies
Boars and Gilts, Mur
freesboro. Ill.
Yorkshire, ready for
breeding. large selec,
tion
Homer Jenkins
618 6846892
Horses boarded. Stalls
$ 30 , pasture $20
Limited space. Phone
753 3010

311 Pets-Supplies

11. Instruction

41. Public Sale

14. Want to Buy

GARAGE
SALE

23. Exterminating

15. Articles for Sale

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

43. Real Estate

28.Mobile Home Rentals

24. Miscellaneous
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S. Used Cars ,

53. Services Offered

Two bedroom, 1
bath
Once home with den
located on 121 South 6
miles from Murray 5
acres with corn crib,
hen house, and 1 car
garage 10 percent as,
sumable VA loan $39,
000 00
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222

1969 Pontiac Custom S 6
1 owner car,
cylinder
best offer 436 2630 or
753 8046
1970_ fora. good crandi
t ion $400 753 6780

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice
Topping
trim
ming, removing
Full
,nsurance
Call 1 527
0918

47. Motorcycles

SO. Used Trucks

753-3317

INCj

52. Boats Motors

Realtors

Heating-Cooling

Farms for Sale

16. Home Furnishings

46. Homesfor Sale

53. Services Offered

Carpet and linoleum
For sale
1980 Buick installation 51 50 sq
10 years ex
LeSabra 4 door, power, yard
air, good condition perience in Murray
area
Also
home repair
436 2427
and remodeling Phnr.
1971 72 73
Wanted
Dodge Challenger Good
1979 Sazuki G5750 $1875 body Call after 65
extra's. 436 2146
collect, 502 271 2583
Will clean carpets,
1979 Yamaha 125 En
windows
also clean
duro excellent condr
and was hard wood
tion $450 or best offer 10 Wheel drive 2 ' ton
Satisfaction
floors,
753 7989.
army truck, has new
guaranteed
1980 GS 1100L Sazuki re built engine 753 3134
Asking 1965 Chevrolet truck
motocycle
$2300
1981 GS 1000L 759 4584. ask for Hawk
Sazuki motorcycle ex
1974 Chevrolet truck
cellent condition
Ask
Concrete, block, brick,
good condition. 436- 5830
,ng $2800
759 9526 or
1976 Ford Van Eco. 100 basements, bun
753 6802
automatic $2100. Cali Salons, drive ways,
1980 Kawasaki 750 -LTD 753 3321 from 7 4
sidewalks, patios, and
Sissy bar, highway
chimneys
Free es
pegs, and 2 helmets.
timates. Call 753 5476
48 50 MPG 3800 Miles
FREE ESTIMATES On
51500 Or best offer. 1981 Ranger sass boat, All Electrical, Plumb
Village Hwy. 641 N.
1981 Evinrude 150. ing, Painting,
328 8072
and Well
Murray, Ky.
1982 Honda 1100 inters Ranger trailer, 2 depth Pump Needs. Licensed
finders,
graph, 24 volt Call 753
tate fully dressed Low
0092 or 753 9673
mileage. Call 753 5099 trolling motor, PH me Fence sales at
Sears
YES YOU CAN
AS
days and 753 7795 ter, extras Call 354 8622 now. Call . Sears 753 2310
after 6p.m or 354.6568.
SUMABLE LOAN FOR nights,
for free estimate for
YOU! Just listed 4 OT, Yamaha moped for 23ft. Fiberglass cabin
your needs
bedrooms, 2 baths, sale Call 753 1499 after cruiser
Sleeps 4, has
maintenance free 5P.m.
trailer. Seri or trade for GENERAL HOME
REPAIR.
15 years ex
home. Spend your leis
a van 759 1987.
Yamaha YZ80 excellent
perience. Carpentry,
ure hours on wrap
Houseboat with concrete,
condition. Mono shock 26ft
plumbing,
around deck with a cool
trailer, 105 Chrysler roofing,
sliding. NO
glass of lemonade. suspension 492 8724
outboard must sell. JOB TO SMALL
Free
Basement recreation 48.
436 2146
estimates
Days 474
room with stone
2359.
nights
474
2276
fireplace. Mature trees
Duane's Place Usec .53.
on nice double lot. Dial
Volkswagon parts, tune
(Century 21 Loretta
up, break lobs. rebuil•
Jobs Realtors/ 753 1492.
FLOOR SANDING
motors 435.4272
YES YOU CAN BUY
AND FINISHING
SELLER will help you
20 years experience.
buy his home. Enjoy the
lake and wildlife from
Stained
floors
our
1973 Gran Torino 4 door
the warm family room
speciality.
in winter and the patios sedan, power, air, new
753 8124.
BODEAU
in the summer. This tires 5850.
three bedroom is neS 1975 El Camino tan with
FLOOR CO.
vinyl
black
top.
* ,IRCE EST
*
Extra
'led on a beautiful
354 6127
wooded lot with ad• sharp and mechanically
ditional acreage with sound. Asking $2150
Guttering by Sears.
undisturbed natural 753 0541.
Sears continuous gut
beauty abounding with 1975 VW Rabbit good APPLIANCE ters installed for your
dogwoods overlooking condition, automatic SERVICE • Kenmore, specifications
Call
the lake. All this can be transmission. Call 761
West.inghouse, Sears 753 2310 for free
yours with seller finan
2358.
Whirlpool. 20 years estimate.
ding. Call 753-1492 and 1978 Fiat 128 3P 4 experience. Parts and
JC & C Sheeting Vinyl,
let Century 21 Loretta cylinder, excellent service... Bobby Hopper
aluminum, steel & vinyl
Jobs Realtors help you.
condition 52900. 1974 Bob's Appliance Sets. coated aluminum siding
Vega 4 cylinder auto. vice 202 S. 5th St. and trim for houses.
4 8 7 2 , Also 'fiberglass shake
matic, good condition 7 5 3
$850. Fish tanks 10 and 5 753 8886(homel.
siding. We also put on or
gallon includes every
All home repairs, repair galvanized and
thing 550 for both. 19in. interior exterior aluminum roofs and
Zenith solid state t.v. painting reasonable.. siding for barns. 759
5250. Call 753.3315 or see experienced .• FrVe 1600 office or 7530379
at 813' 2 N. 19th.
estimates no job to home.
1979 Firebird air- small. Call Mike 435- Johnson Repair Service
condition, automatic, 4323.
anything for the mobile
damaged on right side Asphalt driveways and home, roof on down
1500 Canterbury. 53495. parking lots . sealed by Also small engines lawn
753-9710.
52 Acre farm for
Sears. For free es
mowers, etc. 492 8722.
1980 Silverado dual timates call 753-2310.
sale with frontage
Licensed electrician for
tanks, new tires 56850. Build and Repair residential and com
on Highway 121
753.4449.
tobacco barns. Free mercial. Heating and
South approxaircondition. gas in
1982 Toyota Starlet 5 estimate. Call 435-4347.
imately 8 miles
speed, tinted glass, CARPET CLEANING, stallation and repair
Murray.
20
from
AM FM radio, 40mpg. Free Estimates. Phone 753-7203.
tendable acres, Will sell for bank pay- Satisfied references, MITCHELL
Call 753 9644.
off.
BLACKTOPPING
Vibra Steam or Quick
rest in woods and
For sale: 1967 Chevy Dry Cle'aning. Commercial, Indust pasture. Reduced
Residential. also
rial,
69.000 miles, excellent (Upholstery Cleaning).
to $31,000, with
body and interior, bad _ee's Carpet Cleaning Patching and Seal
Coating Phone 753 1537
owner financing engine 5475.498 8305
753 5827

12040 One bedroom
CAR STEREO Pioneer. unfurnished $2950 606
Kenwood, Marantz, 672 3.479,
AKC Doberman puppies
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
12x60 Fleetwood mobile black and rust, 8 weeks
fessional installation.
Old 759 4651
Sunset Boulevard Music home, newly re
decorated. Located in AKC German Shepherd
Dixieland Center
Fox Meadows. Call puppies 60 champions,
'hest nut St. 753-0113. _
753.5099 days and 753 also guard dogs and
Will keep children in my
7795
nights.
Registered Eskimo
home Call 753 1547.
12x60 Furnished trailer Spitz. 5025542153.
INFLATION
only $4400. Coleman R. AKC Registered
PRICES
E. Property Manage Doberman puppies for
Lyndra Cochran Dance
men? 753 9898.
On
Pioneer, Sony,
sale Also 3 year old
and Gymnastics. For
12x60, Two bedroom, female Doberman for
Sanyo,
further information
Majestic,
partially furnished, in sale 759 4588, 753 7637_
telephone 753 4647.
Marautz car stereos.
nice trailer park. Take AKC Registered
Piano Lessons Class for
World-of Sound
over payment
Call Keeshond puppies.
56 year olds available.
Carol at 762 6851 before Phone 753 7989. Limited openings for !
4p
.m
753-5865
Beginners
Call Karen
House trailer (Baron).
Greer 759 4410.
1 '2 bedroom, gas heat,
For sale
2 year old economical 53000
or
Some stereo system. rent $135 month. Call
Used 50 gallon excellent condition
382-2352 or 6465102,
aquarium tank. • Call h4amaha CR420 re
In Baywood Vista 10(50
:elver, semi-auto turn
759 9223 or 753 5455.
furnished .with 2 lots
Want to buy timber call table, Genesis 1 plus Included mini washer
speakers $395. 753 7217
753 7528
and dryer, new deco
after 5p m.
802 N 19th
freeze, like new 20,00(
Want to buy infants
BTU air conditioner
highchair in good con
Sept. 7-8
and storage shed
dition Call 753 6821.
730-5:00
Priced to sell. 436 2937.
Rain or shine. Nice
Tired of high rent? You
siA
Rea'
can be paying less
clothes for women,
23in. console RCA color
buying your own here. 2
t.v. 5200. 753 1596.
men and children, plus
bedroom set up with all
Antique Jacobean oak
furniture, bicycle and
conveniences. Owner
desk $85, antique
leaving town, real
other items.
country kitchen table
oargain, will finance to
$85; dame shaped bacriresponsible
party
753
boo twin size headboard
2970.
S40, bamboo chair $30,
ceramic lamp dark
Phone 753-3914
gray $20, set of
Purdom 8 Thurman
‘18=M11.1ww
10)(42 Furnished - air
Mexican ladderback
Insurance 8
chairs 540. 753 5890.
condition, nice, prefer 1
Real Estate
For sale in excellent 6 x 12 Enclosed person, near Univers
southside Court sq.
condition, medium size aluminum and steel ity. Phone 753 3895 after
refrigerator, avocado tandem trailer. Built in 5p m.
Murray, Kentucky
color 5100. Days master brake cylinder. 12x60 Furnished 2 bed
753-4451
-753-1222, evenings 75.1 Chain link fence 106ft. room all electric,
6620.
6ft. high, 4 gates, top washer, dryer, air- COUNTRY LIVING
GE Microwave 7 rails. Excellent dog condition, private lot. PRIVATE neat 3, bed
months old like new. pen. You take down. 753 4091.
room 2 bath home on
759 9338_
Call 753 4162.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer large fully wooded lot '2
for rent near Murray mile East of Lynn
Kenmore washer and All our used air
Grove. Full finished
dryer $125. 1980 2 seater conditioners reduced No pets. 489 2611.
available. KOPgo cart $125, 1975 Sazuki $25 and over. Call Dill Two bedroom $90 montr basement for an extra
Electric 753 9104.
PERUD REALTY
plus deposit. 1 mile ou' family room or office.
185 5125. Call 753 0280.
Air,
-753-1222.
T R S-80 computer for Aluminum life time city limits, 121S. 753 Central heat and
fireplace, deck. Call
sale. 16K complete. cattle racks, 1hp Stay 5405 or 436-2876,
tod
a
y.
rite deep well pump,
759 1049.
29.
WHY RENT? nice 2
Used tobacco sticks, and a sump pump. Call
bedroom, 1 bath home
753 7791.
345 2861
With owner financing
Fiberglass garage door
Air conditioning, available located just 45.
8f1. x 7ft like new. 4
Hazel. Farm your own land
north
metal fluted papered
appliance and DUPLEX of
For sale: sofa and chair porch posts.
ON DODSON and be only 4,9 miles
12in. x 8ft.
753 6091 after 4p.m.
buy.
Let us from the city limits.
A
great
refrigeration serhigh. Caps and bases
show you this property Nice brick home and 20
Good 3 cushion couch included. 753.4494
vice.
All
brands.
with owner financing acres located on
cheap. Can see at 1605
For sale AA Kirby and
available. Highway 94 West. 'Two
College Farm Road or
Electrolux vacuum
759-1322.
Purdom & Thurman bedrooms, 1 •'2 baths,
call 753 3217.
- leaners, with atReal Estate 753 4451.
and includes all ap
Montgomery Ward 7 tachments. Good as
redecorated pliances. KOPPE R UC
Completely
cycle washing machine, new. Call Paris 901 642
30.
in fine taste 4 bedroom, REALTY 753-1222
heavy duty. Like new .7473
1 '2 story home in city_
used 1 month. 753 6885
Helium Balloons on a
Owner financing at 10
after 4p m,
Mini
string for sale. 9 and
percent,
give you low Florida home 2 bed
One love seat, 1 7ft. 1 lin
sizes
Assorted
Warehouse
monthly payments. A room, workshop, large
couch, 1 coffee table, all colors for birthdays,
lot, 2 car screen porch, quie!
Storage
large
Space
double
in excellent shape Call anniversaries, and all
garage, .and storage subdivision. Roya
For Rent
753-8950 after 4p m..
occassions 753 0817
Economical
heat Palms in yard, idea
shed.
753-4758
and many extras. Call retirement home, near
Spann. Realty Assoc. bay. Owner must sell
753-7724.
due to health. 532,000
Easy living can be 759 4704.
All electric furnished yours in this energy House for sale by
efficient 3 bedroom owner. 3 or 4 bedroom
quiet attractive, 1 bed
brick in excellent foca
room basement apar
house, 5 miles northw
tment Water furnished, tion. Striking large est of Murray on 8 acres
part of electric bill. kitchen, separate dining of land, outbuildings
Available soon see this room, great room
Priced to sell. Call after
one quickly as it is very electronic air filter
4p.m., 753 7367.
nice $140 per month automatic garage door House for sale by
rent, $100 deposit. Call opener, are just a few o owner. 3 bedroom, 2
the extras that mak(
753 9829.
baths, dining room,
home worth seeing
living room, Utility
One and 2 bedroom this
KOPPERUC
560's
down
apartments near
room, patio Large fen
REALTY 753 1222.
town' Murray. 753 4109
ced in backyard. 222 S
11th St. 435 4282.
762 6650 or 436 2844
One bedroom furnished
New 3 bedroom home on
apartment utilities not
beautiful wooded lot
included. Cardinal
with spring fed creek,
Call 753
Apartments
new appliances, new
3530.
air conditioner, 1 '2
Office Count to Coast
baths, carport. 1618
- Two bedroom duplex
Buyers from Everywhere
Oakhill Dr
Westwood
apartment gas heat,
Ielioble Service Since 1900
Subdivision 753-5014
stove, refrigerator 5225.
1912 Colsheeter Reed
deposit and reference
OWNER •FINANCING
Merrier geotocky 42071
436 2802
TO OUA.LIFIED
0021 753 0186
BUYER
Do you need
Two bedroom brick
Anytime
separate living quarters
apartment close to Ca
lOf I 11(814014
for mother -in law?
Dishw asher
mpus
irokur
Large workShop for
fireplace and deck
'Dad?! Country kitchen
licensed / Bendel
References and deposit
for mom? Five acres
required 753 8363
for kids to ride dirt
bikes? Give us a call
now at Century 21
LOretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492
REDUCED s4.00p! New
1 bedroom brick a miles
North Built by quality
craftsmen. ..with oast
heat pump, fully in
CMCIIIND
striated,, city water,
concrete driveway and
RENTAL SALES
Sidewalk • Nice private
lot in excellent
neighborhood
Buy
direct from owner be
NOE MO,
753-820?
fore 'Oa 151 for only
$33,900 Phone 753 9773

9. Situation Wanted

---...,

43. Real Estate

3013
)

Auto Services

Services Offered

49, Used Cars

DAY
753-3716
753-5292

1978 Buick
LaSabra, gold
tan on ton, Gold
Velure interior,
Retail 54,797,
Asking 53,998
Firm. 753.
7113.

Cc
Serra
Aiming
alumni aid niy1 SIdlaf
8011
trim
cistem
Inertias Call Rill Ei
!alley 1531619
Chimney Sweeping
Service
Do it now
before you need your
chimney. The working
list is growing. Call now
to secure an aPPO'r'
ment. 435 4348 or 762
4792

SERVICE
ELECTRICAL
and
PLUMBING
REPAIR
AND
WELL PUMPS
H I FORD
435-4152

Roofing All Types IS
years experience all
work guaranteed Don
Wilkerson, 489 2585
or 345 76(12

a work on your
•- ,es? Topping. prun
.n9. shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 8536
Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
Exterior Farm
Buildings
25 years
Tremon
experience
Farris 759 1987.
Refrigeration and A'ir
Condition Service and
Repair
Centea4 air
Commercial and Re
srdentral Service
436
5536
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. If
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873
STORAGE Boats. pon
toons, campers $1 per
foot per month. Win
terization and fall re
10 percent off
pairs
with this add. Murray
Sport & Marine 718 S.
4th St.
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor. Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting
Free
estimate. Call 753 4686
or 753-0487.
WELL DRILLING and
repair. Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie, TN.
irregation residential
and commercial. 901
•
352-3671.
Will do yard worik, and
hedge trimming, cut
and !remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opi
nionl
Build-up
or
Residential.
Local
referonces. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

56 FreeColumn
Puppies to give away
Collie and German
Shepherd mixed, 6
weeks old 436 2630 or
753-8046

57. Wanted
WANTED:

Lady to live in
and care for elderly woman. Private
home, room board, salary. Call
753-8850 8 a.m.5 p.m. 753-8990
after 7 p.m.

Business Rentals

46. Homesfor Sale

ROOFING

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

32. Apts. For Rent

ROOFING
ROOFING

Taxi Cab Service
911

FREE ESTIMATE

Jackson Service Co.
436-5536

Strout
Realty

RENTAL SPECIAL
of the MONTH
PORTABLE ELECTRIC SIGN

$5.50
WEEK - $11.50
MONTH - $55.00

CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Clean
Later
have to
4348
4792.

it now.
you may
wait. 435or 762-

DAY -

We also ha've Thatchers
and Lawn Aerators

CENTER

AfROBIC
DANCERSIZE

Free introductory classes Tues.,
Sept. 7, Wed., Sept. 8 5:00 p.m.
Toe kwon Do Center Olive Blvd.
MSU Campus.

CALL KAREN 759-9980

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
`County
Sheriff
153-315 1

Aluminum
Service
Co.

<CZ
Quality Service
Company
Heating onci Air

41torninurn and Vinyl
Siding. Custom trim
References
work.
Call Will Ed
753 9689

Bailee

Conditioning
Sales, Sales and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal 8, Ser,ice Departments

753-9290

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC

TINA
OLSON
& CO

Poison
Control.

Beinity Salon
1 5 1 5 Johnson.

The cirri*, eisolor for solos
yowl WW1. ix .twrey owd
Collowoy Cm,' 102
Cliostsit

753-8181

753-7588

Jones & Gray
Upholstery
105 N. 7th
753 0600

Blvd '

753-9847
Closed Monday
Wednesday.

ea,

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Weh land Edna E. Hale Mrs. Garrett's Mrs. Reba Miller dies today
Mrs
Reba Brown
The deceased was a
dies; funeral
dies today
Miller, 82. Murray, died retired school teacher
funeral
dies;
Miss Edna E. Hale
today at 12:20 a.m. at having taught at Paducah
rites Sunday
Parkview Convalescent Tilghman High School
309'a South Fifth St., died on Sunday
Center, Paducah. Her and Calloway
today at 4:21 a.m. at
•r

The funeral for Mrs.
Mina Wehland was Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
'chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Waid Copeland officiated.
Pallbearers were
Russell Maness, Brian
Maness, Howard Conner.
Cliton Edwards, Larry
Dumas and Don Futrell.
Burial was in Stewart
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wehland, 77. Rt. I,
Dexter, died Saturday at
1:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born July 10. 1904, in
Gurdon. Ark., she was the
daughter of the late John
W. Green and Fannie
Smith Green.
Mrs. Wehland is survived by two daughters.
Mrs. Bill ;Francine)
Maness, Rt. 1. Dexter,
and Mrs. Sarah Steiger,
Yakima-. Wash.; two
grandsons, Russell
Maness and Brian
Maness, Murray; two
great-granchildren; one
step grandchild.

Newberry's
rites Sunday

Rites Sunday
for Mrs. Cloar

County
husband, H M
Miller, High School until her
Mrs. Joyce A. Garrett. died July 28. 1979
retirement. She was
51. Ht. 6, died Saturday at
coach for the speech
4:30 a.m. at Murra team at Calloway County
Ca I lo w a y Coun.t.
High School.
Hospital.
Born Oct. 3, 1899, in
The deceased had
Marshall County, she was
retired as a teachers.
the daughter of the late
aide in the Indiana School
Nathaniel Brown and
System. Born May 27.
Emma Jane Sutherland
Willie
Mrs.
Mae
1931. in Missouri, she was
Brown. She was a
the daughter of the late Holland. 78, Rt. 3, died to- member of the United
at
8:08
a.m. at Methodist Church.
George Walker Graham day
and Hatte Bell Vanpool Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Miller is survIved
Hospital.
by one daughter. Mrs.
Graham.
The deceased was a Russell
Mrs. Gi rrett is survivClara Jane )
ed by her husband, Bill member of the Liberty Phelps, Covington.
Garrett, Rt. 6: two sons, Cumberland Tenn.: one son, Dr.
Mike Garrett. Indiana. Presbyterian Church. Robert B. Miller,
and Larry Garrett, Mur- Born Dec. 8, 1903, in Paducah; six grandray; two sisters, Mrs. Calloway County, she children.
Lorene Thornton and was the daughter of the
Six sisters survive who
Mrs. Bertha Triplett. late Dillard Roberts and are Mrs. Lola Moore and
East Prairie, Mo.: one Emma Lyles Roberts.
Mrs. Allie Swift,
Mrs. Holland is surviv- Paducah, and Miss Lenbrother, D. Elmer
Graham, Memphis, ed by her husband, Dallas nie Brown, Mrs. Kathleen
Holland; one daughter, Christenberry, Mrs. EmTenn.
The funeral will be to- Ms. Julia Holland, ma Thomas Prince and
day at 2 p.m. in the Louisville: one son, Rudy Mrs. Madeline Phillips,
Shelby Chapel at East Holland, Rt. 8, Benton.
all of Detroit. Mich.
Also surviving are one
Prairie, Mo. The Rev.
011ie Brown of Murray
Paul
brother,
Roberts,
James Fortner will ofand Fred Brown of
Waverly',
Tenn.,
and Paducah are surviving
ficiate. Burial will follow
brothers.
in East Prairie Memorial three grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Park Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of Home will be in charge of
Home had charge of local funeral and burial ar- funeral and burial arrangements
arritrweinents
rangements

Services for Mrs. Annie
S. Cloar. 95, widow of Toy
,
C. Cloar, were Sunday at m.
-0 RICES
2 p.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home.
I,'
Paris. Tenn.
Burial was in Walker
Cemetery near Paris.
Mrs. Cloar died
d at McKendree Manor
Thurs-eay
in Hermitage. Tenn.
She is the mother-inof -Mrs. A.C. iJean)
Cloar of Murray and
Munfordville.
Survivors include four
daughters. Mrs. Lillian
B. Swor, NashvIle, Miss
Sara A. Cloar and Miss
Belle Cloar, Hermitage.
and Mrs. Nina M
Rankin, Mt." Juliet.
Tenn.: three sons, Max B
Cloar, Utica, N.C., A.0
Cloar, Munfordville. and
Reece D. Cloar, Paris.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. Hilda I.yell.
Osage, Tenn.; a brother.
Ancel E. Smith.
Nashville, Tenn.: several
grandchildren.

KPA SEMINAR — Seven newspapers from West Kentucky participated in a
legal notice seminar conducted by the Kentucky Press Association at Murray
State University Thursday. Don Armstrong, executive director of KPA centr,;
discusses House Bill 429, which changed the requirements for legal notices in
newspapers. The KPA is conducting seminars to bring newspapers information
concerning compliance under KRS 424 by public agencies. Fifteen representatives of area newspapers attended the session.

,S'undircLA
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive
6:40 a.m.
7:25 a.m
12:45 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
From Nashville to Murray
Depart
Arrive
9:35 a.m.
10:20 a.m.
2,
.30 p.m.
:1:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Flight
101
103
105
Flight
102
104
106

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.
Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

GOOD WHILE SUPPS GOOD WHOA WPM LAST•PRIC,ES GOOD WHILE SUPPLYS LAST 'PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPP' VS LAST

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

&T
Warehouse Foods

Prices Good While Supplys last!

623 South 4th

Potatoes

Margarine

89'

48

Folger

Coffee
$2°9

4 Roll Pkg.

Trail Blazer

ft

Turner

Yellow

ce Milk

25 Lb.

Tennessee Pride
Hot or Mild

Hi-Dri

Sausage $1 5

Paper Towels

$ 1 00

Field 1 lb. Bologna $1.59

2 Jumbo Roll

New Orange

Crush
8 Pac 16 OI

99plus

IiSA1ddflS 311

1

deposit

8 pac

Cola-Cola
Sprite or
Tab A $

fillMU. *4 •

Dog Food
$229

Onions
1 rib

„Gal.99'

$2.25

210 5. 7th
Murray, Ky.
753-9999

12 oz. Field Beef Wiener 98'

1 Lb.

Tissue
$1 09

BEST BREAKFAST DEAL

CUSTOM PIPE
BENDING

Arrive Wednesday

1

zrie

MURRAY
,7
/64fri & Alutostatwe &steel

iener98

Charmin

Mrs. Morris'
rites Saturday

IN TOWN
ire a II artll
2 Eggs & 3 pc Bacon
Choice of Pancakes or Homemade Bisc and
Gravy
Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDED
SERVED MON MU SAT. 6 TILL 11 sm.
BOSTON TEA P

lw
Pro Leaguer Field

Parkay

10 lb. White

Area reports
mining damage

HARLAN. Ky. AP) -Underground mining in
the area is contaminating
their water supplies, according to residents of
Final rites for Mrs. An- rural Harlan County.
na Mae Morris were
The residents say minSaturday at 2 p.m. in the ing is causing their
chapel of Max Churchill' private wells to fill with
Funeral Home, The Rev. coal dust and sediment,
Earl Warford officiated thus destroying the only
and Mrs. Oneida White sanitary water they have.
was organist.
The water leaves
Pallbearers were Don everything just black,"
Hart, Bruce White, Jeff said Grace Rickett of
Culver and William Clover Darby, as a
Balentine. Burial was in stream of dirty water
Murray Memorial poured from her
Gardens.
bathroom faucet.
Mrs. Morris, 83, died
Several coal companies
Wednesday at Southfield, in the small communities
Mich. She was the widow that line Kentucky 38
of Will A. Morris.
have denied responsibiliSurvivors include two ty for the problem.
daughters, Mrs. Iva
But the residents —
Helton Owen and Mrs. sandwiched between
Hilda Adams, one son. Eastover Mining Co. at
Ivan Orr, four step- Brookside, Harlan daughters, five stepsons. - Cumberland Coal Co. at
four grandchildren. 16 Louellen and Karst, and
great-grandchildren and, Robbins Coal Co. at
six great -great- Homes Mill — argue
grandchildren
otherwise

•Piloffiers
•hharst Systems
•Broke Service
•Air Conditioning
Shocks

•11111110

Mrs. Holland
dies today
at hospital

CES GOOD WHILE SORTS LAST *PRICES GO

Services for Hubert
Newberry were Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. R.B. Barton and
Harold Arnett officiated.
The song service was
by singers from Alma
Church of Christ with
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.. as
leader.
Pallbearers were Kenneth Starks. Glen Starks,
Phil Starks. Jimmy
Starks. Kirk Starks and
Larry McKenzie. Burial
was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Newberry, 56, Rt.
1. Almo, died in his sleep
Thursday at Piedmont,
Ala.
He is survived by his
wife, Mary Jo Starks
Newberry; two sons.
Ronnie Newberry,
Greensboro. N.C., and
Steve Newberry, Fox
Meadows; two sisters,
Mrs. Shaw Turner and
Mrs. Gloria Gibson: two
brothers. Donnie
Newberry and Jackie
Newberry. Murray.
three grandchildren.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
„ She was a retired
school teacher and a
member of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 9, 1909, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Earl Hale and I.ula
Holland Hale
Two
brothers, Marvin Hale
and George Hale, preceded her in death.
Miss Hale is survived
by four sisters. Mrs.
Ethel Collie, Rt. 2, Mrs.
Frances Castleman, 507
Elm St., and Mrs. Stella
Ragsdale and Mrs. Mark
Parker, both of Meadow
Lane; one brother, Kenneth Hale, Rt. 2.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John,Dale
will officiate. Burial will
follow in Friendship
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 6 p.m.
today I Monday.

8 Pac 1601.

Mellow Yellow

9,94

plus
deposit
've

SAVE

Sunkist
Orange
plus deposit

Plus Deposit

99
;:z

8 pac 16 oz.

Showboat

Pork N' Beans

iso,,an28'
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